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Abstract 

This study explores the hair and hair care experiences of middle class and upper 

middle-class South African black women as a basis for consumer brand identification 

in a polarised product category. The research begins by conducting a theoretical 

understanding of Maslow hierarchy of needs, to gain a general understanding of how 

black women categorise their hair care needs. The study then goes into exploring 

how people formulate perceptions, how they learn to exist in the world as well as 

how people identify socially and culturally within the context of hair. Following a 

theoretical understanding of the motivations behind the hair care needs of black 

women, this study explores consumer brand identification as its brand theoretical 

framework. The gap in literature identified in the research highlighted the need to 

explore the role black women having to compartmentalise their hair identity in 

different social environments has on consumer brand identification, within the hair 

care category. Following that, the research objectives identified in this study led to 

qualitative research being used to close the gap in literature. The qualitative method 

used to collect data from fifteen black women aged between 25 and 33 was used in 

focus group research. The findings from the focus group research indicated that the 

language used in the hair care industry perpetuates perceptions of western beauty 

hair ideals being the standard. It also indicates that as much as a representation of 

black hair as good hair is evident, it is still not respected or portrayed as such. The 

findings furthermore indicated that the role of brands should be to communicate the 

functional benefits of their product offerings consistently and transparently, and not 

to create a narrative that stereotypes black women's social identity based on their 

chosen hair style. The key implications for consumer brand identification outlined in 

this study with regards to black hair care include the following: brand communication 

should be kept direct and functional, brands should test product offering and 

communication between a diverse pool of local black women, brands should not 

centre the brand around a singular aesthetic, brands should keep marketing efforts 

consistent and transparent and lastly brands need to create new product offerings 

under a new brand name and identity.  
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Chapter 1 

1.1 Introduction  

This study explores the hair and hair care experiences of black South African women 

as a basis for identifying consumer brands in polarised product categories. This 

study focuses on the hair care industry, as it has been identified that hair care 

product marketers in South Africa, especially multinational brands, have not 

recognised that there are physical and psychological differences with respect to hair 

care in South Africa (Jacobs, 2018, Marco, 2021, Burkins, 2022). As a result, this 

study aims to provide marketers with some insight to help them meet the actual hair 

care needs of black South African women, ensuring that they do not just adapt a 

universal approach.  

In exploring the hair care needs of black South African women, Maslow's hierarchy 

of needs will be unpacked in relation to hair, an understanding of how perceptions 

are formed. The researcher will also explore how people learn and gather some 

insights into social and cultural identity formation.   

Black South African women is a lucrative market for multinational brands in which to 

invest, as an increasing number of consumers enter the middle and upper middle 

market segment (Donahoo, 2021, Shoba, 2021, Egan 2021, van der Berg, 2017). 

This results in these consumers having more disposal income to spend on hair care 

products. For this reason, this study chose to focus on middle and upper middle 

class black South African women between the ages of 25 and 33 years old 

(Donahoo, 2021, Shoba, 2021, Egan 2021, van der Berg, 2017). The women were 

interviewed using focus groups to gain insight about their actual hair care 

experiences. The findings of the study were then analysed, and recommendations 

were provided to address the objective of this study. The conclusion of the study was 



drawn to answer the research question and suggest what consumer brand 

identification is and is not for marketers regarding black hair care.  

This study focuses on hair because the narrative of good hair has also been stirred 

towards the hair care needs of white women (Abulafi et al., 2018, Burkins, 2022). 

Thus, product investment by multinational brands within black hair care has been 

centered around creating products that help black women achieve what is known as 

the ideal western beauty look. In addition, what makes hair interesting is that even 

when multinational brands are beginning to broaden the narrative of good hair and 

cater to the actual hair care needs of black hair, black hair and white hair are very 

different. Therefore, a brand’s communication about the identity of different hair 

types must be different. Subsequently, this study aims to explore the cultural and 

social nuances brands must be aware of, when strategising to expand to attract a 

consumer segment brands previously did not target in a category that historically 

promoted narrow perceptions of beauty (Abulafi et al., 2018, Burkins, 2022). 

Thus, for this study, the identified gap in the literature was to explore the role that 

black women have to compartmentalise their hair identity in different social 

environments has on consumer brand identification.   

1.1.2 Theoretical framework  

A theoretical framework is a conceptual framework used to make sense of the 

theory; to show and give meaning to commonalities in thinking (Starkey, 2017: 12). 

Consumer brand identification was applied as the theoretical framework of this study. 

Chapter 2 expands on this aspect. Consumer brand identification occurs when brand 

identity and consumer identity collide. It is when the product offering represents the 

consumer’s social identity, which, in today's world, can be seen as the way that 

brands tap into culture (Addie, Ball, and Adams, 2019: 7, Anaza et al., 2021). 

Therefore, understanding consumer brand identification is important for marketers. 

The literature has identified that consumers buy brands for more than what they 

functionally provide; they see brands as an extension of who they are. Furthermore, 

consumer brand identity encourages marketers to understand how relationships are 

formed between brands and consumers for them to provide consumers with products 



and messaging that resonate with their actual needs (Starkey, 2017: 12, Addie, Ball, 

and Adams, 2019: 7, Anaza et al., 2021).  

1.2 Background 

In exploring the topic of this study it’s imperative that an understanding of how South 

Africa’s segregation policies have influenced people’s articulation of their actual 

needs and experiences. Pre-1994 South Africa was segregated by race due to the 

policies implemented by the apartheid law, more specifically the Group Areas Act. 

These laws resulted in South Africa being a society with polarised social identities, 

where the identity of white people was prioritised and favoured over that of black 

people (Adato, Carter and May, 2004, Marco, 2012). Therefore, a study of this 

nature becomes important for marketers of multinationals in polarised product 

categories in South Africa, to help them come up with marketing strategies that place 

equal importance and value on the products they promote ensuring they serve the 

needs of each target market equally without deprioritising the actual needs of one 

over the other. This is particularly important when the nuances of polarisation are a 

factor of race (Adato, Carter and May, 2004, Marco, 2012).    

Therefore, this study will explore the hair and hair care experiences of middle and 

upper middle-class black South African women. The exploration of this study was 

conducted in relation to the factors driving consumer buying behaviour, which 

include personal factors, psychological factors, and social and cultural factors. This 

was done to discern what drives black women’s needs and forms their experiences 

in polarised product categories as well as what influencers their social identity for 

hair care brands that want to tap into their cultural nuances to resonant and serve 

their needs better.   

Regarding the personal factors driving purchasing behaviour, this study explores the 

importance of hair for black women. The literature highlights that hair is considered 

an extension of a person's identity, and the care of hair is identified as a social 

activity that brings social groups together (Alubafi et al., 2018). The literature also 

highlights the use of hair as a political statement by black women to show pride in 

their blackness, indicating the need for marketers to understand the physical and 

physiological nuances that determine the actual hair care needs of black women 



(Alubafi et al., 2018). Therefore, this study argues that understanding the needs of 

black South African women is an advantageous strategy for multinational companies 

looking to expand their product ranges to cater to black hair in South Africa. Lastly, in 

relation to personal factors, this exploration focuses on understanding the hair and 

hair care experiences of middle- and upper middle-class black women. The study 

chooses to exclude affordability as a variable that influences brand choice within the 

hair care category. This is important to take note, as it has been pointed out in the 

literature that low-income consumers are more likely to trade down if it is a matter of 

affordability (Starkey, 2017: 88, van der Berg, 2017).  

In exploring the psychological factors that drive consumer buying behaviour, the 

study examined motivation theory by unpacking Maslow’s hierarchy of needs in 

relation to hair care. This was done to discern the actual hair care needs of black 

women. Literature from this study highlights the influence of different contextual 

environments on how black women express and adapt their needs. It also indicates 

that brands require a thorough inquiry of needs to discern the role of the order of hair 

care experiences on the diverse hair care needs of black women (Stewart, 2012; 

Sims and Sims, 1995: 147). Furthermore, in interrogating consumer needs, it is 

important to understand the role of perception; how people interpret brand stimuli, 

and what meaning they give to what they identify as a need (Donahoo, 2021).  

As a result, this study also deep dives into social factors by exploring the role 

reference groups have on need identification; this is done as when unpacking 

Maslow's hierarchy of needs, it was found that our needs adapt as we navigate 

between different contextual environments (Taormina and Gao, 2013). Therefore, it 

became imperative to explore the importance of reference groups and how they can 

influence the needs black women who choose to identify with them.  

Finally, cultural factors were explored through the lens of consumer brand identity. 

When a brand excludes affordability as a factor that drives brand choice, it becomes 

increasingly important to relate with the actual cultural needs of consumers to be 

competitive (Starkey, 2017: 88).  



Justification of the Study  

This study will contribute to the literature, as it has been determined that there is still 

a dearth in the research of this topic. The review of the literature about black hair 

care and consumer brand identification identified a gap in the knowledge, since it 

focuses primarily on the African American hair care market and social identity 

(Abulafiet al., 2018, Marco, 2012, Nyamnjoh and Fuh, 2014). Hence, this study 

argues that the cultural nuances that affect African American consumers regarding 

their actual hair care needs, social identity, and cultural identity, are very different 

from those of South African black women. In fact, this study argues that because of 

South Africa’s history as a polarised society consumers can departmentalise their 

hair care needs based on the different social environments they have to navigate. 

However, their adaptation of their hair care needs in these different social 

environments does not reflect how they feel about their self-identity and what they 

think about their hair.  

Therefore, understanding the nuances that make black South African women unique 

when it comes to their hair care needs, will help marketers develop effective and 

relevant product and communication strategies that reflect the true category needs of 

black South African women. Therefore, this study will contribute to the body of work 

that explores consumer brand identification in polarised product categories. It can 

help multinational brands better understand the needs of middle- and upper- middle-

class black South African women concerning their hair.  

1.3 Research Problem 

There is a shortage of useful, tested literature for South African marketers and 

multinational brands that explores the physical and psychological hair care needs 

specific to black South African women. Many of the literature that exists explores the 

representation of black hair by the media, the shifting perception of black hair and 

black hair politics largely referencing American literature, and what hair means to 

black women today with very little attention given to how the hair care experiences of 

black women in South Africa influences consumer brand identification (Abulafi et al., 

2018, Marco, 2012, Nyamnjoh and Fuh, 2014). Moreso, the focus of existing 

literature on black hair explores the effects of black hair communication and 



marketing on the hair identity of black women. This exploration has been done as a 

contribute to literature on hair care politics which is widely driven through an African 

American context (Abulafi et al., 2018, Marco, 2012, Nyamnjoh and Fuh, 2014). 

However, little research explores the influence of black women adapting their hair 

care needs to different environment has on the evolution of consumer brand identity 

in polarised product categories (Abulafi et al., 2018, Marco, 2012, Nyamnjoh and 

Fuh, 2014). Therefore, this study intends to address this with the aim of giving 

marketers in South Africa some insight to address the actual hair care needs of 

South African black women efficiently. As a result, this study built on the following 

research problem. 

Marketers of hair care products in South Africa, especially multinational brands, have 

not recognised that there are physical and psychological differences about hair care 

in South Africa. As a result, these companies have not incorporated these in their 

marketing strategies. 

1.4 Research Question and Objectives 

Based on the research problem, it will be applicable to state the following research 

question for this study: 

• How can brands establish meaningful consumer brand identification in 

polarised product categories? 

To put the research question into operation, the study will seek to meet the following 

objectives: 

1. Explore black women's hair and hair care experiences  

2. To explore what influences consumer brand identification in polarised product 

categories 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

The significance of this study is to provide guidance on establishing meaningful 

consumer brand identification for brands that want to diversify to attract a new 

consumer segment in a polarised product category such as hair care. 



1.6 Research Methodology and Design 

1.6.1 Data collection instruments 

This is an exploratory study, as there is little research on its natural existence. In 

exploring the research question, this study took on a qualitative research design. The 

study used focus group research, as focus groups provide insight into the different 

motives of people's needs that result in them resonating with a product offering of a 

brand.   

1.6.2 Analysis and interpretation of data  

The results of this study indicate the need for brands to fully evaluate the different 

social environments people need to navigate, and how these scenarios affect their 

needs. The results also highlighted the need for brands to evaluate the accessibility 

of their product categories by analysing the meaning of the language they use in the 

category, as well as the scope of representation within the category and how that 

influences consumer product choices.  

1.7 Elucidation of key terms:  

This section discusses the key concepts that the study explored, and to which are 

referred. 

1.7.1 Black hair and hair type  

When referring to black hair, this study will only speak to type 4c hair. Andre Walker 

developed a hair categorisation system based on different hair curl patterns, 

textures, density, and porosity.  According to this system, there are four main types 

of hair, starting from type 1 to type 4. Black women especially, have type 3 and type 

4 hair, as their curl patterns are tighter. Type 3 hair is often glorified compared to 

type 4 hair, and many hair care products are designed to address the complexity of 

type 3 hair more than type 4. Therefore, this study will focus on type 4 hair, which 



most black women in South Africa have. Below is an illustration of the different types 

of hair (Kymberlee, H., Adesola, A., and Prajjwhal, D., 2018).  

 

 

Illustration 1: Hair categorisation system by Andre Walker (Kymberlee, H., Adesola 

A., and Prajjwhal, D., 2018). 

 

1.7.2 Black women:  

South African black people are a general term that includes Coloureds, Indians, 

Chinese, and African people. For this study, only women of African descent will be 

considered as black (Marco, 2012).  

1.7.3 Polarised product category:  

In the context of this study, polarised product category refers to product categories 

that are divided based on race, gender, class, and so on (Oxford Reference, 2021). 



1.7.4 Relaxed hair:  

In the context of this study, relaxed hair refers to hair that has been straightened with 

the use of straightening chemicals. 

1.7.5 Environments:  

In the context of this study, environments refer to the different social spaces that 

require black women to show up as different versions of themselves, such as the 

work environment.  

1.8 Limitations 

• Only middle- and upper middle-class black South African women with 4c hair 

type were considered in this study.  The decision to exclude lower income 

consumers is because research shows that if the price of a personal care item 

is increased, a low-income consumer is willing to trade down when the item 

becomes unaffordable. This study focuses on the identification of consumer 

brands as its theoretical framework; therefore, it is important to eliminate 

affordability as a variable that influences the identification of the need 

(Starkey, 2017: 88).  

• In terms of demographics, no women from the Northern Cape and Western 

Cape were part of this study. All women used for this study had at least one 

tertiary qualification, and only black women between the ages of 25 and 33 

were interviewed.  

 

1.9 Chapter Division 

This research report consists of the following five chapters:  

• Chapter 1 provides a background and introduction to the study. It outlines the 

research problem and question, giving a synopsis of how the study answered 

the literature gap.   



• Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature; this includes a theoretical review 

of Maslow's hierarchy of needs, learning theory, social identity theory and 

consumer brand identification. In addition, the literature gap is identified to 

formulate the research question and objectives.  

• Chapter 3 motivates the research methodology used in this study. Focus 

group analysis was used for the purposes of this study. Three focus group 

sessions were held with black middle- and upper- middle-class women 

between the ages of 25 and 33.  

• Chapter 4 presents the data and analysis of the research findings obtained in 

the focus group sessions. The findings of this study were grouped into themes 

based on the research objectives.  

• Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the findings that emerged in Chapter 4. 

This chapter also discusses the research findings in relation to the literature 

that was discussed in Chapter 2. This chapter then concludes the study and 

provides a guide for markets within the hair care industry.  

 

Chapter 2 

2. Review of the literature  

2.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this review of the literature is to establish an understanding of the 

motivations behind the actual needs of a consumer for a product in a polarised 

product category. This study chose hair as its primary focus of exploration, because 

hair care is a polarised product category. White hair and black hair are different. 

Contributions from the literature provide information on the nuances that affect the 

identification of the actual hair care needs of black South African women. Thus, this 

study will aim to provide guidance on establishing meaningful consumer brand 

identification for multinational brands who want to diversify to attract a new consumer 

segment in a polarised product category. 



In exploring what drives the actual hair care needs of black women, this review of the 

literature explores the drivers of consumer buying behaviour through the lens of 

black hair care, polarised product categories and consumer brand identification.  

Consumer buying behaviour is defined as the buying behaviour of consumers, which 

Mohamed Ali and Ramya indicate is influenced by ‘consumers’ motives, perception, 

social factors, cultural factors, and economic factors’ (2016). Consumer buying 

behaviour is further described as being influenced by certain ‘cultural, social, and 

social trends’ within the contextual environment the consumer finds themselves in 

(Mohamed Ali and Ramya, 2016; Tyagi, 2018, Choudhary, 2019). Furthermore, Ali et 

al. (2016) state that consumers make purchasing decisions based on the need to 

satisfy their immediate needs and aspirational wants (Ali et al., 2016; Tyagi, 2018, 

Choudhary, 2019).  This study will focus its literature unpacking personal factors, 

psychological factors, social factors, and cultural factors. Below is an illustration of 

the consumer buying behaviour model.  

 

(Choudhary, 2019) 

This chapter is structured as follows: 

• Black hair care in South Africa 



• Polarised product categories  

• Consumer brand identification 

2.2 Black hair care in South Africa 

The exploration of black hair care will firstly be done by unpacking personal factors. 

Personal factors refer to the variables that contribute to the creation of an individual 

or community. These variables include demographics, household income, and 

psychographics (Lappeman, J., Egan, P., Rightford, G., and Ramogase, T., 2021). 

The following subsection will discuss the personal factors driving consumer 

behaviour within black hair care by exploring the importance of hair, the significance 

of the black Rand, consumer buying behaviour, and the consumer landscape in 

South Africa.  

2.2.1 Significance of hair 

Hair has and continues to play an important role in culture development. According 

to several authors, it symbolises people's social status, family origins, race, religion, 

and spiritual beliefs (Jacobs, 2015; Alubafi et al., 2018; Donahoo, 2021, Burkins, 

2022). The most notable use of hair for black women was and is still seen in 

particular as a symbol of 'sociability', as it supports the act of women coming 

together to do their hair and engage with each other (Alubafi et al., 2018). To support 

this behaviour, hair as a 'social activity' has expanded even further as a means to 

connect people in regions, and many women share their hair- and hair care 

experiences on social media and on digital platforms. In the South African context, 

Alubafi et al. conclude that black South African women find the ability to choose 

between hairstyles as a ‘recognition and revival’ of their cultural heritage (2018: 9, 

Burkins, 2022). 

Consequently, Alubafi et al. conclude that black women acknowledge keeping their 

hair in its natural state as a means of going back to their heritage (2018).  They 

expand on this conclusion to state that it is through the ‘practice and expression’ of 

various hairstyles that black women show their activism, as they found in their study 

that many black South African women believe that one way to achieve 'symbolic 

restitution' is through dynamic hairstyles (Alubafi et al., 2018: 10). Subsequently, 



they concluded that black women believe that how they style their hair makes a 

'political statement' and allows their voices as black women in society to be heard 

(Alubafi et al., 2018, Burkins, 2022). Furthermore, they found when they interviewed 

black women from Tshwane, South Africa, that the African aesthetic of black hair 

promoted by brands, mirrors their authentic cultural beliefs and social identity 

(Alubafi et al., 2018). 

The significance of black hair made headlines in September 2020 when the 

Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) political party managed to shut down Clicks 

Pharmacies, after a Tresemme ad on their website became a hotly debated issue 

(Chiapperini, 2020). Chiapperini elaborates on the events as that the ad 

distinguished between the hair of white and black women. The black women's hair 

was labelled as brittle and dead, while the white women's hair was labelled as 

straight, long, and good. The uproar from South Africans indicated the important role 

that hair plays in the identity of black women. Chiapperini relates that it also 

highlighted the urgency and desperate need for brands to treat the hair care 

category with sensitivity, with a full understanding of the cultural and social politics 

that govern it, as this incident was considered a 'violation of human rights'. 

Furthermore, the Human Rights Commission pointed out in a letter that they wrote to 

Clicks Pharmacy, that the advert ‘emphasises and perpetuates racist stereotypes 

surrounding black hair and unfairly discriminates against black people, especially 

black women’ (2020).  

The current study, therefore, picks up this thread, and discusses the importance of 

brands to fully assume responsibility for the different ways in which their messaging, 

both visual and text, can be interpreted. Such a discussion is important to help 

brands ensure that what they launch on the market is inclusive of the actual needs of 

the segment they want to attract, and is progressive in empowering the true identity 

of that segment. 

The significance of the black hair care category will now be discussed.  



2.2.2 The significance of the black Rand 

According to a report by Euromonitor in 2015, black hair care accounted for R6.3 

billion in South Africa and therefore, became an essential industry in which brands 

should capitalise and grow (Shoba, 2021). Furthermore, to highlight the extent to 

which the black hair care industry continues to grow, it was reported that the black 

hair care industry globally generated USD 2.51 billion in 2019 (Donahoo, 2021).  

Furthermore, Mordor Intelligence makes some illuminating forecasts on their website 

regarding the South Africa Hair Care Market-Growth (2021). They claim that the 

black hair care industry has grown substantially in the past decade and is expected 

to grow at a ‘CAGR of 5.7% between 2021 and 2026’ (2021). Additionally, the Covid-

19 pandemic affected the hair care industry, in that hair salons were forced to close 

during the lockdown period. Many people had to resort to treating their hair at home. 

This resulted in a ‘value increase of home hair care products in 2020’. Furthermore, 

the rising consciousness of black hair and access to disposable income among black 

women is contributing to this growth of home hair care products is, which influences 

their product decisions and product needs (2021).   

Mordor Intelligence claims that this growth has led brands to invest their product 

development activities in ‘innovative hair styling and intensive conditioner products’ 

to meet the evolving hair care requirements of black women. This investment by 

brands is further promoted by the growth of new entrants to the market. These new 

entrants claim to serve the hair care needs of black women even better than well-

known hair care brands, thus, challenging the market and increasing its 

competitiveness. The entry of new brands into the market has also led to several 

acquisitions and mergers by well-known brands such as 'Revlon, L'Oréal, and 

Alberto-Culver', indicating the importance of financial and brand growth in 

understanding the actual hair care needs of black women in South Africa (2021). 

The South African consumer landscape will now be discussed, to identify the 

relevant consumer segment for this study. The South African consumer landscape 

will be discussed through the lens of the consumer’s economic class, in relation to 

how it influences their buying behaviour.  



2.2.3 The South African Consumer Landscape  

The South African consumer landscape can be segmented into the following 

subsegments: the poor segment, the working poor segment, the middle-class 

segment, upper middle-class segment, and the top-end segment (Egan, 2021).  

The poor segment includes people living in a household earning less than R3, 500 

per month (2021). This segment represents approximately seven million households, 

with individuals in this segment possibly receiving a government grant and working in 

the informal sector, where income levels remain low and inconsistent. The second 

segment is known as the working poor, which includes people living in households 

earning between R3 500 and R8 000 per month. This segment consists of more than 

18 million people who make up approximately 15% of the total consumer spend. The 

third segment is the working-class segment, which earns approximately between R8 

000 and R22 000 per month. This segment represents approximately 5 million 

households and contributes to a quarter of the countries spending. The fourth 

segment is the middle-class segment, which earns between R22 000 and R40 000 

per month. This group is smaller than the working poor segment, however, its 

spending power is higher as a result of having more disposable income. This 

segment is likely to have someone in the household who has obtained a tertiary 

education in the form of a degree, diploma, or higher certificate, and often this 

household has more than one income. The fifth segment is the upper middle-class 

segment which earns between R40 000 and R75 000 per month. There are an 

estimated 800 000 households in this segment, and they account for a quarter of 

consumer spending, with more than half being white. For the purposes of this study, 

it is imperative to note that the racial breakdown of this segment has shifted over the 

last decade with more black people entering this segment. The last segment is the 

top-end segment, which earns more than R75 000 per month and represents more 

than 1% of all South Africans'. This segment represents approximately 14% of 

consumer spend, with 60% of this segment being white (2021). 

This study acknowledges that the identification of the actual hair care needs of black 

women is applicable to all classes, as hair is equally important to everyone.  

However, Van den Berg cited in her work that the middle class of an emerging 

country is imperative for the ‘economic growth and development’ of the country.  She 



(2017) explained that the middle class is the primary driver of consumption in an 

emerging country. Furthermore, what makes the middle class even more attractive is 

its 'promising growth rate' compared to the growth rate of the middle class in 

established countries (2017). Another reason that makes the middle class an 

attractive segment on which brands should focus their efforts, is that they are the 

subject of ‘rising incomes, access to credit, and most middle-class households have 

more than one household income' (van den Berg, 2017: 54-55).  As a result, the 

middle class will be the focus of this study, as they are assumed to be the primary 

driver of consumption. This includes the upper middle class, as it was indicated that 

more black people are entering that segment. 

Another important variable to note when discussing what influences the identification 

of needs by black middle- and upper middle-class women, is price. This is because 

South African middle-class and upper middle-class consumers are still 'highly value 

conscious and price sensitive' (van den Berg, 2017: 56-57). A study by Euromonitor 

indicated that South African consumers still need value for money regardless of the 

market segment in which they are found. This is true across segments because it is 

believed that in emerging markets such as South Africa a, ‘good price does not just 

imply a low price, but it also speaks to the importance of good quality’ (van den Berg, 

2017). 

In addition to unpacking the South African consumer landscape, it is important to 

examine where the different age groups are within each segment. This helps brands 

identify a lucrative segment for their products and services. According to Egan 

(2021), the mean age in South Africa is around 26 years old. This indicates that 

South Africa on average is becoming a young country and thus it becomes advisable 

for brands to strategically attract and grow within a younger audience (Egan, 2021). 

Consequently, this study will focus on understanding the actual hair care needs of 

black middle-class and upper middle-class women who are between 25 and 33 

years old. 

 

The next subsection will discuss how psychological drivers of consumer buying 

behaviour are influenced by polarised product categories.  



2.2.4 Polarised product categories   

There is not much literature available that defines polarised product categories, thus 

for the purposes of this study polarised product categories will be defined by firstly 

understanding what polarisation stands for through a social context. Polarisation can 

be defined as the ‘division between two sharply contrasting groups or sets of opinion’ 

(Polarisation, 2022). In the context of this study, it can be defined as the division 

between black hair and white hair. As a result, this study refers to the hair care 

category as a polarised product category as the hair care needs of black women and 

white women are physically and psychologically different. Thus, to explore the hair 

and hair care experiences of black South African women as a basis for consumer 

brand identification in a polarised product category, an understanding of the buying 

behaviour of black women will be explored (Polarisation, 2022).   

This subsection will begin to unpack the psychological factors that influence how 

black South African women identify with their actual hair care needs. It will do so by 

discussing the Maslow hierarchy of needs as a motivation theory, the influence of 

perception, and learning theory.  

2.3 Psychological Factors  

A psychological need can be described as something internal that a person has 

developed over time. The first psychological need that will be addressed in this study 

is motivation. To explore motivation, an understanding of what a motive is will be 

required. Taormina and Gao describe a motive as an internal thing that causes a 

person to behave in a particular way, and this behaviour is performed in an attempt 

to satisfy a need. Motives operate at an unconscious level and are constantly ignited 

by a range of external forces (2013).  

Alternatively, Taormina and Gao claim that a motive can be described by 

understanding what a need is. A need can be defined as the lack of something 

tangible that a person requires to operate in their full existence. The tangible thing is 

not a need, but the need is felt once the tangible thing fulfils what a person is lacking. 

Therefore, the lack of tangible things is what identifies the need (2013). If one 

transfers these principles to the context of hair, one can argue that when a person’s 



hair is dry, hairspray is not needed; it is the lack of moisture in the person’s hair that 

creates the drive for the person to care for the dryness of their hair. Therefore, a 

person will seek a moisture-rich product to satisfy their moisture needs.  

To support this explanation, Ali et al. argue that motivation is triggered by the need to 

satisfy a person’s core needs and aspirational wants. They emphasise that 

motivation fuels goal-oriented behaviour, which is the result of the basic functional 

and emotional needs of a person. They describe functional needs as the need for 

water, food, sanitation, and so on, while emotional needs are described as a 

person’s psychological state such as their self-esteem and recognition needs (2016).  

To further expand on motivation and its influence on black women’s hair care 

behaviour, Maslow's hierarchy of needs as a motivation theory will be explored. 

2.3.1 Motivation theory  

The Maslow hierarchy of needs consists of five primary needs that are graded in 

order of importance. Maslow believed that a person’s needs begin at a physiological 

level, which is then followed by the need for safety and security. Once that is fulfilled, 

people require more social needs such as the need to belong, followed by the need 

for high self-esteem, and lastly the need to be self-actualised (Taormina and Gao, 

2013).  

2.3.1.1 Physiological needs 

The first identified need people have is their physiological needs, which, according to 

Maslow, can be defined as a person’s basic or functional needs. These basic needs 

are the needs people have to function such as water, food, oxygen, etc. (Taormina 

and Gao, 2013).  

Thus, in the context of hair, research shows that black women are increasingly 

aware of the physiological needs of their hair. For example, the sale of hair relaxers 

has seen a considerable decline over the years (Shoba, 2021). This is also cited in 

the Mintel research conducted in 2018 that saw a 20% decrease in the sale of hair 

relaxers in South Africa in 2018 (Shoba, 2021). In support, Donahoo (2021) 



mentioned in her research that relaxers made up 60% of black hair care sales in 

2009 and have declined to 5% in 2021 (Donahoo, 2021). Consequently, the decline 

in relaxer sales has led to a rise in sales of natural hair care products. Natural hair 

care has grown from making up only 6% of this sector in 2011, to 35% in 2015 

(Donahoo, 2021). Furthermore, Mintel's research reported that 70% of black women 

want to see the particular ingredients in hair care products before buying them 

(Shoba, 2021).  

2.3.1.2 Safety and security needs  

Taormina and Gao list the second need according to Maslow’s hierarchy as the need 

for safety and security. This need can be defined as a reaction that is innate and 

performed without design intention or rational change (2013). To further define this 

need, it becomes imperative to outline the threats that could prompt a security and 

safety response. These threats to safety are issues such as criminal assault, job 

security, social chaos, disease, financial security, and so on. Maslow goes further to 

explain that we satisfy this need through protective variables such as shelter, having 

a reliable police force, or having a stable job (2013).  

According to Donahoo, an example of the safety and security needs regarding hair 

care is the introduction of the ‘Creating A Respectful and Open World for Natural 

Hair Act (Crown Act)’ in the United States, which is as a result of the combined 

efforts of ‘Dove, the National Urban League, Colour of Change, and the Western 

Center on Law and Poverty’ (2021). The Crown Act is a law that ‘forbids 

discrimination based on a person’s hair texture and hairstyle’ (Donahoo, 2021:2). 

Another way to describe this act is that it is a 'piece of regulation that protects the 

rights of black women and men to wear their natural hair without fear of 

discrimination' (Donahoo, 2021:2).  

Similarly, in South Africa, after the hair discrimination incident that occurred at 

Pretoria Girls High School in August 2016, newspaper articles reported Mr Panyaza 

Lesufi mentioning that ‘the call for black girls to straighten their hair in schools is a 

human rights case’ (France-Presse, 2016), implying that the right of black women to 

choose what they want to do with their hair in any environment they find themselves 

in should be protected by law.  



2.3.1.3 Belonging needs 

The third need identified by Maslow is the need for belonging. Taormina et al. 

describe the need for belonging as becoming apparent once the above two needs 

have been met; as people begin longing for interpersonal relations with others. 

Belonging needs are intangible needs that are very easy to develop for most people. 

Maslow believed that the inability to satisfy this need will lead to negative emotional 

consequences for people. Therefore, the opposite of belonging is social exclusion. 

They quote this situation to be commonly resulting in anxiety, as it involves feelings 

of social alienation, separation, and despair (2013).  

Western beauty ideals were forced upon black women to the extent that they felt the 

need to adapt their black hair to fit into what would be seen as acceptable (Donahoo, 

2021; Jacobs, 2015; Abulafi et al., 2018, Thomas, 2020). However, in recent years, 

vigorous research into black hair care politics has shifted this narrative and given 

black hair an opportunity to redefine itself and develop a deeper, more purposeful 

meaning for black women (Donahoo, 2021; Jacobs, 2015; Abulafi et al., 2018, 

Thomas, 2020).  

However, establishing the positive narrative of black hair has not been an easy 

transition for many black women; in fact, considerable effort is still needed to change 

the societal narrative (Donahoo, 2021; Shoba, 2021). The argument can be made 

that the difficulty in fast tracking the repositioning of black hair in society is because 

beauty ideals are systemic. There are many nuances that contribute to establishing 

the entire narrative (Donahoo, 2021; Shoba, 2021, Thomas, 2020). For this reason, 

this research explored imposter syndrome, as it speaks to the tension felt by people 

when they yearn for a sense of belonging. 

2.3.1.3.1 Imposter syndrome 

In this study, the imposter syndrome will be explored to unravel how a black 

woman’s perception of herself in society drives her hair care needs. It is particularly 

important to understand the need to belong through this lens, as the narrative of 

black hair has not always been one of empowerment. According to Goldsmith, 

imposter syndrome can be described as the difference between a person’s 



perceptions of their achievements compared to how others perceive those of that 

person. It is also described as a phenomenon in which people feel like they are 

portraying an untruthful sense of self in the spaces they occupy. This results in them 

being highly frustrated with their self-image to others, as they never feel like they are 

meeting the high standards imposed on them by society (2018).  

This study argues that imposter syndrome manifests itself within black women's hair 

care choices as black women grapple between having freedom regarding hair care 

choices with having to consistently mirror the image of being proud of your hair as a 

black woman, which is culturally defined today by brands (Donahoo, 2021; Jacobs, 

2015). An example of this is the constant debate that is had among black women 

and society about hairstyles. People question whether wearing an afro, dreadlocks, 

or braids makes you more of an authentic black woman than when you wear a wig 

(Donahoo, 2021, Jacobs 2015, Thomas, 2020).  

Goldsmith further describes that there are four different behaviours that consumers 

experience imposter syndrome portray. The first behaviour is identified as having a 

sense of phoniness. This is when a person engages in intellectual inauthenticity 

because they do not want to be seen as incompetent by others, so they go out of 

their way to show their authenticity, which is often influenced by their self-promotion 

goals. Brands targeting black women need to understand the image black women 

want to portray to themselves and others, as well as the motives behind that image, 

as behaviour changes when people are trying to manipulate how others see them, 

especially the group to which they want to belong (2018).  

The second behaviour described by Goldsmith that consumers experiencing 

imposter syndrome portray, is the need to charm others to win their approval. This 

occurs when the consumer is trying to fit into the environment and society in which 

they find themselves (2018). Consumers do this by refraining from fully expressing 

their opinions and true self, as the belief is that by being charming and conforming to 

the beauty ideals that have been defined as beautiful, one will not be seen as not 

belonging. This is evident in the debates by black women regarding their hair at 

work, for example, deadlocks being questioned as not being professional in the work 

environment (Goldsmith, 2018; Donahoo, 2021; Jacobs 2015, Thomas, 2020). This 

could influence black women’s identification of their own needs, as they could be 



framing their needs to fit into the standards portrayed by the environment. Another 

example that portrays this constant struggle black women have to face within the 

workplace is in 2016 when a South African news reporter on eNCA was wearing a 

'doek' on set. Her footage was consequently removed because it was deemed 

unprofessional (Seeth, 2021). 

The third behaviour experienced by consumers grappling with imposter syndrome is 

the fear of being identified as a fraud. Often, this leads to anxiety from a perceived 

lack of achievement. This affects the decision-making process of black women, 

especially when they switch from going on the natural hair care journey, to cutting or 

relaxing their hair, as this decision process can make them feel like they are failing 

the empowered natural hair movement (Goldsmith, 2018; Donahoo, 2021). The 

fourth behaviour is dedication and hard work. This is when consumers experiencing 

imposter syndrome go out of their way to avoid being seen as a fraud (Goldsmith, 

2018). Thus, brands need to ensure that in embracing evolving cultural nuances, 

they do not create singular identity segmentations that make people question their 

sense of belonging (Goldsmith, 2018, Donahoo, 2021, Jacobs 2015, Thomas, 2020).  

2.3.1.4 Esteem needs 

The fourth identified need in the Maslow hierarchy is defined as esteem needs, 

which can be divided into two parts; how our esteem affects the self, and secondly, 

the recognition we receive from others (Taormina et al., 2013). Self-esteem can be 

defined as the respect a person has for themselves in relation to their 'character, 

feelings of worthiness and value' (Taormina and Gao, 2013). The respect for others 

is then defined as what a person receives as a form of recognition from others. 

Donahoo (2021) explains in her work that western beauty ideals labelling black hair 

as bad hair not only affects how black women are viewed in society, but it affects 

how black women define what good hair is for themselves (2021). 

2.3.1.5 Self-actualisation needs  

The highest need identified by Maslow is that for self-actualisation. Self-actualisation 

can be described as people’s desire for self-fulfilment. It is when a person becomes 

who they are truly meant to be (Taormina et al., 2013).  



In terms of black hair, for example, with the most research conducted exposing the 

politics of black hair, has led to an ongoing debate of what is defined as natural black 

hair versus unnatural black hair. This limits the ability to define black hair in a 

multilayered way that resonates with the dynamic needs of black women around the 

world (Donahoo, 2021, Jacobs, 2015). Donahoo (2021) also found in her study that 

black women want to freely express themselves about their hair choices, without 

feeling like they have to conform to a definite expression of what natural black hair is 

(Donahoo,2021, Jacobs, 2015).   

In summary, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs illustrates the need for brands to 

thoroughly investigate what motivates the actual hair care needs of black women. 

Brands need to do this by identifying the different contextual environments black 

women find themselves in that influence their hair care needs, like the professional 

work environment and how it has been influenced by a natural hair care movement. 

These contextual environments that black women encounter can require them to 

take on different hair identities. Brands also need to understand the influence of 

these hair identities on the communicated needs of black women. Once that has 

been identified, brands must ensure that the products they produce, cater to the 

actual functional needs of black hair, followed by catering to the actual emotional 

needs of black hair in any environment that allows true self-expression. More so, 

brands must ensure that what their communication empowers the identity of black 

hair and does not undo the progress that has been made to reposition the perception 

of black hair.  Maslow’s hierarchy also highlights the need for brands to fully question 

the effects of the precautions black women have incorporated into their hair care 

decisions, by fully dismantling the psychological and systemic barriers that are the 

result of western beauty ideals.   

2.3.2 Perception 

Ali et al. describe perception as the process by which people select, organise, and 

interpret information. As a result, our perception of things is created by our societal 

exposure, experiences, beliefs, values, and personal associations (Mohamed Ali and 

Ramya, 2016). They also point out that when people absorb information, they ingest 

the information exactly as it is represented. However, people’s interpretation of this 



information is further influenced by their imagination, environment, and experiences 

(2016). 

Over the years, there have been several studies exploring the misrepresentation of 

black hair as being bad hair. Good hair was defined as smooth, silky hair based on a 

westernised portrayal of beauty (Donahoo, 2021; Jacobs, 2015, Thomas, 2020). 

However, in recent years, black women have reclaimed what good black hair looks 

like, resulting in hair care brands and media being more purposeful in how to market 

hair care products to black women (Donahoo, 2021; Jacobs, 2015, Thomas, 2020). 

However, although the perception of black hair is evolving, the negative portrayal 

and being unattractive compared to white hair, still affects the hair care choices and 

the preferences black women have when choosing between hair care brands 

(Donahoo, 2021; Jacobs, 2015). This indicates that brands need to understand the 

role previous black hair narratives have played in shaping the conflicted hair care 

needs of black women. In expanding on this argument regarding hair care, black 

women go through a continuous cycle of reinventing and questioning their identity in 

the different contextual environments they have to navigate (Donahoo, 2021). 

Furthermore, this is because they struggle between what they were conditioned to 

believe was beautiful hair, and what is authentically beautiful hair for them today 

(Donahoo, 2021; Jacobs, 2015). For example, many women point out the reality that 

the transition to fully embracing their natural hair is not easy, as they are still 

unlearning the misconstrued perception they had of their hair, based on Western 

ideals of beauty (Donahoo, 2021, Thomas, 2020). 

Additionally, natural hair care movements are receiving criticism for promoting 

colourism and more of the hair type of people from a mixed-race background or 3c-

type hair (Donahoo, 2021). This unravelling tension indicates the importance of 

understanding the different nuances that black women encounter as a result of the 

different types of coiled hair. This further illustrates the need for brands to approach 

black hair care with great sensitivity, as it is layered with racial stereotypes.  

To further unpack the transition tension experienced by black women when 

identifying their hair care needs, cognitive dissonance will be discussed. Cognitive 

dissonance can be described as the feeling of satisfaction or dissatisfaction as a 



result of having two conflicting views. It is based on the belief that people want 

consistency in their beliefs and in the perception of what is promised to them 

(Sharma, 2014, Thomas, 2020). There are three ways in which dissonance can 

occur. The first is when there is a contradiction in perception. The second way 

occurs when people experience a contradiction in their beliefs or values towards 

something, which may challenge their self-concept, and the third is when strongly 

held expectations are not met (Sharma, 2014, Thomas, 2020). 

In this study, the focus will be on cognitive dissonance as a result of the contradiction 

in beliefs or values as well as expectation. It explores the choice conflicts that black 

women face as a result of the long-term effects of Western hair beauty standards 

versus how beauty is being defined through an African aesthetic today (Sharma, 

2014; Donahoo, 2021). 

Additionally, cognitive dissonance explains that in an attempt to get a positive 

outcome, people package their emotions and expressions of self in a manner that fits 

in with the expectations of the environment and society they live in. O'Brien and 

Linehan explain how managing emotions and emotional displays can lead to positive 

outcomes in the working environment, which can be said for the portrayal of one's 

self-identity in society. However, it can be argued that the constant need to manage 

one’s emotions and identity to fit in can lead to ‘emotional exhaustion, de-

personalization, and category dissatisfaction’ (2018: 6). This is known as emotional 

dissonance, which can be described as the conflict between one’s true emotional 

feelings about something and their need to display a false identity (2018). 

Furthermore, O’Brien et al. mention that the self is not fixed and that it is able to 

adapt itself to multiple social contexts. This further points to the multiple motives that 

drive the construction of a consumer’s identity, for what they identify as the need for 

authenticity, belonging, self-efficacy, uniqueness, and self-preservation. 

Furthermore, people are influenced by each motive based on the identity they 

believe they need to portray in the environment they find themselves in. Their choice 

is usually with the aim of conforming within the social context (2018). Donahoo 

argues that natural hairstyles are political statements, whether the person with the 

natural hairstyle intends it or not, as the belief is that anything that promotes 

blackness is a political act, or one of social resistance (2021). More so, people will 



also continue to adjust their behaviour as they search for social validation and 

relevancy within the contextual environment in which they find themselves (O’Brien 

and Linehan, 2018).  

2.3.3 Evolution of knowledge  

As mentioned above, there is an elaborate body of literature about the topic of black 

hair, specifically through an African-American lens. The existing literature deep dives 

into the unpacking politics of black hair, with a key focus on the effects of Western 

ideal beauty standards on the perception of black hair (Adato, Carter and May, 2004, 

Marco, 2012). However, there is a gap in the literature regarding the actual nuances 

that affect the hair care needs of black South African women. As such, then, this 

study argues that the needs of South African black women need to be explored 

through a more robust lens.  

The researcher also acknowledges that Western beauty standards had, and have a 

big impact on how South African black women view their hair, but this study argues 

that due to the authoritative nature of the Apartheid system, the South African 

government prior to 1994 promoted a very authoritative and segregated learning 

environment for the South African black community (Abulafi et al., 2018, Burkins, 

2022). This is evident in that South Africans have been able to separate the 

requirements of the Western world and the need to preserve their cultural identity as 

black people (2018).  

In addition, this study argues that the ability of South Africans to separate the 

Western world and the formation of their cultural identity could have been due to the 

fact that the Western world was viewed as a world they did not fit into and a world of 

rejection, while black culture and everything against the Western world were seen as 

a place of joy and freedom (Alubafi et al., 2018). This is evident in that culturally 

black women are not expected to have long silky hair; in fact, culturally black women 

are taught to show respect by covering their hair at weddings, funerals, or any family 

event. Another school of thought that could have resulted in this ability to separate 

the two worlds is the Black Consciousness movement, which was spearheaded by 

Steve Biko (Abulafi et al., 2018, Burkins, 2022).  



Thus, this study is important as not much research has been done to explore how 

needs develop in a previously polarised society and how this affects the growth of 

brands in polarised product categories. To explore this further, we will discuss the 

different ways in which we learn about our hair. The following learning theories will 

be discussed, namely, behaviourist learning theory, cognitivist and constructivist 

learning theory, social and situated learning theory, and finally experiential learning 

theory.  

The first relevant learning theory is behaviourist learning. Behaviourist learning is 

learning through observable patterns, and it explains that learning occurs through 

conditioning (Stewart, 2012; Sims and Sims, 1995: 153). Behaviourist learning can 

occur in two ways, namely, conservative conditioning and influence conditioning 

(Stewart, 2012; Sims and Sims, 1995: 153). Conservative conditioning is formed by 

our everyday interactions that mould our points of view (Stewart, 2012; Sims and 

Sims, 1995: 153). For example, black women are not born questioning their hair or 

comparing it with white hair as bad hair. Society implants these thoughts into their 

minds based on what they publish in the media and what communication they push 

through brands. Influential conditioning is learning through positive reinforcement. It 

explains how our behaviours and beliefs can be changed and cemented towards the 

predicted outcomes (Stewart, 2012; Sims and Sims, 1995: 153). Thus, in exploring 

the actual hair care needs of black women, brands need to examine both the 

conservative and influential conditioning of people.  

The second important learning theory is that of cognitivist and constructivist learning. 

Stewart explains cognitivist and constructivist learning as that people are born with 

the ability to observe information and interpret it for their own understanding. This 

theory points out that the mind seeks patterns and relationships and interprets them 

as a whole. Furthermore, it argues that learning is dynamic as people learn through 

their own ways to build and create, instead of replicating existing actions. It expands 

to conclude that knowledge is constructed in people’s minds, therefore people create 

their own understanding (2012:10). Therefore, brands must take this type of learning 

into account to understand the different ways in which what they promote can be 

interpreted. 



Additionally, brands should be aware of the order in which people’s experiences 

unfold before determining the motivation behind their actual needs, because the 

order in which people absorb experiences affects how they interpret information. 

Moreover, when understanding needs, it is important for brands to understand the 

emotions people associate with certain needs and wants, as this affects their ability 

to remember information that has been shared with them, as well as their willingness 

to trust a brand that has disappointed them (2021).  

The third learning theory Stewart describes, is social perspective and situation 

learning. Research into social learning indicates that people are highly influenced by 

the social group with which they associate. This learning theory also explains that 

people mimic the behaviour of their social group unintentionally as 'the social origins 

of thinking stem from the influence of language, culture, and interventions of others' 

(Stewart, 2012: 12). On the other hand, situational learning illustrates that people are 

by nature adaptive and able to adapt to any environment they find themselves in. 

This theory indicates the need for brands to ask how people came to be participants 

in their communities (2021).  

The fourth relevant theory is experiential learning. Experiential learning questions 

notions such as our ability to choose by using our own free will. Personal motivation 

and self-influence impact choices. Additionally, experiential learning speaks to the 

importance of a person’s ability to reflect on what they know and their ability to 

evolve their perspectives (Stewart, 2012; Sims and Sims, 1995: 147).  

In this study, experiential learning theory will be explored further through the lens of 

diversity learning, as this study points to the importance of understanding the 

multiple ways information can be interpreted.  

Diversity learning facilitates understanding and awareness of our differences as 

people such as 'race, ethnicity, gender, and social class' (Sims and Sims, 1995). 

Rainey et al. also suggest that we learn about our unique nuances as a community 

according to a point of reference that is relevant to us. However, the significance of 

diversity learning is challenged as it results in peoples focusing on what makes them 

different more than what makes them similar to another social group (Sims and 

Sims, 1995). An example of diversity learning challenges is in the controversial 



Shea-Moisture ad that ran during April 2017 in the United States. The ad featured 

three women, one black and two white, embracing their natural hair, the ad received 

backlash as black women felt that the brand had neglected their black consumer’s 

hair needs and failed to show the diversity of black hair (Adekunle, 2017).  

Additionally, to facilitate effective diversity learning, people need to feel like the 

environment for learning is safe and one that they can trust. Diversity learning 

indicates that if people feel like they are disempowered, they are more likely to 

respond to stimuli in a way that is defensive (Sims and Sims, 1995).   

According to Kolb’s experiential learning theory, experiential learning is the 

participation of 'affective, perceptual, cognitive, and behaviour processes' (Sims and 

Sims, 1995:147-148). His theory believes that learning starts in the experiences of 

the person, and not in the books, people, or the media that they consume (Sims and 

Sims, 1995). Kolb’s experiential learning theory challenges brands to understand 

how people engage with novel experiences and how they perceive those from 

various perspectives. Furthermore, this theory emphasises the need for brands to 

learn how to interpret people’s experiences and apply them appropriately in how they 

communicate and promote products and services (Sims and Sims, 1995).  

Additionally, regarding experiential learning, Kolb’s model highlights the importance 

of knowing the environment in which learning occurs. Therefore, his theory unpacks 

four learning environments known as affectively-, environmental-, perceptual-, 

cognitive-, and behaviourally orientated environments (Sims and Sims, 1995). The 

affective learning environment focuses on people’s attitudes, emotions, values, and 

opinions as a result of immediate experience. This environment is where free 

expression is promoted. The perceptually oriented learning environment focuses on 

the appreciation and understanding of relationships between events and concepts. 

Viewing matters from multiple perspectives is encouraged before formulating an 

opinion. The cognitively oriented environment focuses on skill mastery, as the belief 

is that activities are based on problem solving based on historical data. Behaviourally 

oriented environment focuses on the application of knowledge and skills to solve real 

life situations based on what it needs to complete tasks (Sims and Sims, 1995). 



And, lastly, considering diversity learning, to understand the importance of language 

is essential for brands to ensure that their articulation of people’s needs is correct. 

This requires brand teams to be very diverse in their applications, ensuring that they 

meet everyone’s needs equally and fairly. In addition, language also plays a vital role 

in identity formation, as it facilitates self-awareness and awareness of others (Sims 

and Sims, 1995). 

2.5.1 Consumer Brand Identification  

Consumer brand identification is defined as a balance between brand identity and 

consumer identity. It describes how these identities influence the relationship of a 

consumer with a brand (Addie et al., 2019, Anaza et al., 2021, Elbedweihy, 

Jayawardhena, Elsharnouby and Elsharnouby, 2016, Nydia, 2019). Furthermore, 

consumer brand identification is a great construct, as it helps brands with long-term 

projections of potential brand growth and consumer behaviour towards the brand 

(Tuškej, Golob and Podnar, 2013, Nydia, 2019). This is also an important construct 

for brands to adopt as the symbolic value of brands and what a brand represents has 

become more important to consumers today compared to the functional attributes of 

the brand (Addie et al., 2019, Anaza et al., 2021, Elbedweihy, Jayawardhena, 

Elsharnouby and Elsharnouby, 2016, Nydia, 2019).  

For example, in South Africa Clicks Pharmaceuticals is known as an ally for black 

women and their hair. Over the years, Clicks has dedicated its shelf space to the 

promotion of black hair care products and has cemented its association with the 

growth of the black hair narrative by hosting an annual hair conference known as 

Clicks Curls. However, they almost lost the equity and trust they have built with black 

women when negligently flighting a racist advertisement on their website. This advert 

promoted black hair as bad hair, compared to Caucasian hair.  

Consumer brand identity can also be defined as the deep meaningful relationship 

brands seek to build with their consumers, aiming to ensure that consumers remain 

committed to supporting the growth of the brand. Addie et al. further define it as the 

degree to which consumers resonate their self-concept with the brand based on the 

different nuances communicated by the brand. Consumer brand identification is also 

influenced by perceptions as to how aspirational a brand’s perceived identity is in 



meeting a consumer’s needs. The belief is that aspirational brands embody the 

cultural identity that consumers want to emulate (Addie et al., 2019, Anaza et al., 

2021, Elbedweihy, Jayawardhena, Elsharnouby and Elsharnouby, 2016, Tuškej, 

Golob and Podnar, 2013, Nydia, 2019).  

Pantene is a good example here. In diversifying to attract black women and 

reframing the narrative of black hair, they have partnered with organisations that are 

thought leaders in the research and understanding of black hair care and black hair 

care politics. Through this partnership, it allows them to grow and evolve as the black 

hair care culture evolves. However, it would be interesting to explore whether 

Pantene's brand preference and reputation as a brand that previously only aimed at 

the hair care needs of white women, has any influence on its ability to create brand 

trust among black women as they expand their product offerings within the black hair 

care category. 

The social factors that influence how a black woman identifies with their actual hair 

care needs will be explored next.  

2.4 Social Factors   

Social factors that influence consumer buying behaviour include family, friends, 

spouses, and other reference groups, as well as social status (Ali et al., 2016). 

Regarding family, friends, and spouses, these variables have an influence on 

consumer buying behaviour, as they indirectly contribute to the makeup of 

consumers’ personalities, characteristics, attitudes, and preferences, whereas a 

reference group directly and indirectly influences the values and beliefs of a 

consumer as a result of association. Lastly, consumer social status as a social factor 

influences consumer behaviour as it refers to the responsibilities a consumer is 

expected to perform in society (Ali et al., 2016).  

In this study, special attention was taken with regard to the influence of reference 

groups on the identification of black women's needs within black hair care.  



2.4.1 Reference Groups 

Ali et al. define a reference group as a group in which a person is a part, by virtue of 

external or internal similarities such as gender, race, nationality, and so on. There 

are different types of reference groups, namely, the informational-, utilitarian-, and 

value-expressive reference groups (2016). The informational reference group is a 

group formed through thought leadership, and similarity in thought.  People are 

influenced by informational reference groups if they believe that the information 

shared by the group fulfils their immediate needs and aspirational desires. For 

example, marketers use influencer marketing to capitalise on the influence of 

informational reference groups by tapping into the relatable nuances of consumers 

and influencers. This helps them to develop trust through association, thus 

influencing the consumer purchase behaviour (Ali et al., 2016).  

Putting it in context locally, AfroBotanics, a South African hair care brand that 

specialises in providing products that serve to maintain the natural hair care needs of 

black women, introduced a Black Pearl Collection by Pearl Thusi, a well-known 

South African celebrity who proudly wears her afro kinky hair. Therefore, 

AfroBotanics is leveraging Pearl Thusi’s known expertise in maintaining her own hair 

to influence trust.  

The second reference group is the utilitarian reference group, which is a group 

based on compliance. It is when consumers make decisions to conform to societal 

expectations (Ali et al., 2016). For example, black women align their work hair styles 

to look more Western, as straight silky hair was once perceived as professional. This 

reality is further emphasised in Jacobs (2015), who pointed out the struggle black 

women in South Africa still experience regarding hair politics within the workplace 

(Jacobs, 2015; Donahoo, 2021).  

Lastly, value-expressive reference groups are formed around the concept of self.  

Consumers associate with this reference group to support the growth of their sense 

of self (Ali et al., 2016). An example of a value-expressive reference group within 

hair care would be the Naturalista, which can be defined as black women who wear 

their hair in its natural state. However, the definition of Naturalista has been debated, 



as it is considered descriptive and not inclusive enough of the multiple style choices 

black women can apply when considering their hair (Donahoo, 2021; Jacobs, 2015).  

To further expand on the influence of reference groups, the theory of social identity 

will be explored.  

2.4.2 The Social Identity Theory 

The theory of social identity is defined as the nuances that connect groups of people 

to help them form their concept of self. This theory, according to Addie, Adams, and 

Ball, unpacks how people determine their sense of self within a community, since it 

is derived from the belief that groups of people curate a collective definition of self. It 

has been found that the purchase intent of a black consumer is influenced by group 

identification more than any other racial group (2019). In support of this, Donahoo 

states that as black women embrace their natural hair, and they learn to appreciate it 

even more as they recognise its beauty and value through the advocacy for black 

hair pride displayed by others. This sense of positive community helps black women 

form their concept of self as a representation of a positive black hair narrative or 

image, empowering them (Donahoo, 2021).  

However, it is argued that for racial groups, the danger of using social identity theory 

is that it creates universal definitions of a group without exploring the multiple facets 

of that group. However, it has been found that consumers respond well to universally 

relatable cues of their self-concept by brands (Addie, et al., 2019). Thus, social 

identity theories are still important and relevant today to determine the influence of 

purchase behaviour.  

Similarly, if an ethnic group values their identity and has positive attitudes toward its 

identity, they are more likely to buy according to what they value and what they 

identify with. This further indicates that black consumers are more prone to buy into 

brands that represent their concept of self over what these brands just functionally 

provide (Addie, et al., 2019).  

With the rise of digital platforms and its ability to easily share diverse thoughts 

among people, people are no longer just buying brands for what they functionally 



provide. Consumers now view brands as an extension of who they are; therefore, 

brands now play a large role in shaping a consumer’s identity.  Thus, it can be 

assumed that economic and environmental barriers aside, that consumers buy 

products representing their concept of self.  

Therefore, social identity theory highlights the importance of brands to evaluate why 

they see the opportunity to attract a new market segment over and above the 

financial value that this new segment will present them. Hair care brands also need 

to question themselves and investigate whether their efforts to undo the wrongs of 

the past in the category dictate once again what beautiful hair looks like, thus 

promoting an isolating message that limits choice for black women once again. 

Additionally, it is important to explore this, as a singular message could begin to 

frame an ideal beauty standard, thus manipulating the ability of black women to 

identify their actual hair care needs.    

Therefore, it is important for brands to identify triggers for social identity by 

understanding the role of different points of reference to establish a meaningful 

brand purpose.  

The cultural factors that influence the identification of black women's needs with a 

key focus on how brands tap into culture will be discussed next. 

2.5 Cultural Factors  

Ali et al. remind us that the cultural factors that influence consumer buying behaviour 

are the immediate culture of a consumer, their subculture, and social class. 

Regarding the immediate culture of a person, it influences their behaviour in relation 

to what they want more than what they need. The immediate culture of a person also 

influences their consumption patterns, which may be fluid and can change gradually 

as the culture evolves. On the other hand, according to these authors, a subculture 

is a set of beliefs that a minority group has apart from the larger group. Subcultures 

can be categorised by tribe, gender, and their nationality. Lastly, social class is how 

consumers are classified based on their material possessions, such as income, 

education, authority, ownership, or lifestyle, as well as their access to basic needs 

and aspirational desires (2016).  



The rise of digital communication in support of the existing literature and its 

borderless reach has led to conversations that have accelerated the need for brands 

and media to better represent black women’s hair. The range of these conversations 

has been further accelerated by the growth of social media platforms and their ability 

to connect people throughout the world. These social media platforms have helped 

spark radical cross-cultural and cross-regional conversations that invite communities 

to unlearn the realities that divided them in the past. More so, over the years, several 

global social movements have formed as a result of social media conversations such 

as Black Lives Matter and Black Girl Magic (Donahoo, 2021). These social 

movements have become platforms and safe narratives for black people to redefine 

their social and cultural identity and gain support from each other. 

Subsequently, these social movements act as catalysts for black women to 

consciously search for brands that represent their concept of self and provide 

products that meet their actual hair care needs. Therefore, it becomes imperative for 

brands that want to attract black women to immerse themselves in learning the 

different nuances that shape and articulate the narrative of black women today. By 

understanding these nuances, brands will better serve the actual needs of black 

women.  

Furthermore, there is a wide range of brands, particularly in the cosmetic and hair 

care industry, that create communication that speaks to the evolving social identity of 

black women. An example would be the way that Pantene has repositioned itself to 

become an ally in amplifying the voice of black women, changing the narrative of 

what healthy black hair is. Pantene is communicating its advocacy through its 

campaign The Power of Hair. This campaign highlighted that 93% of black women in 

the UK experience microaggressions related to their Afro hair (Donahoo, 2021; 

Jacobs, 2015; Nydia, 2019). They also point out that the major places where black 

women experience discrimination are at school, in the workplace, and in job 

interviews (Donahoo, 2021; Jacobs, 2015; Nydia, 2019). These realities in the UK 

mirror the discrimination black women still face in South Africa today. For example, 

during a protest at Cornwall Hill College Centurion in South Africa, a student gave an 

account of her experience of discrimination by a teacher due to her hair. This 

incident is similar to the one that occurred at Pretoria Girls High School where they 



too protested against the discrimination that was as a result of a learner wearing her 

Afro hair out in class (Abulafi, Ramphalile, and Rankoana, 2018). 

In this study, cultural factors as a driver of consumer needs were explored through 

the lens of consumer brand identification and the cultural nuances that brands have 

tapped into to target black women (Ali et al., 2016). 

This section explored consumer brand identification, how brands have a voice within 

a culture, and their ability to influence how that culture evolves. The belief is that 

consumers buy brands that reflect their sense of self, as well as to express their 

social identity. Furthermore, brands are also responsible for defining narratives and 

industry nuances that have a direct influence on how social constructs are formed 

(Addie et al., 2019, Tuškej, Golob and Podnar, 2013). This is evident in how the 

media has an influence on the representation of the collective self-image to which a 

society will be explored.  

2.5 Conclusions 

To conclude, mixed methods have been used in the studies discussed in the 

literature review. The author discussed theories that expand on consumer buying 

behaviour such as Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, social identity theory, learning 

theory, and consumer brand identification theory. Furthermore, from a consumer 

psychology perspective, the author also explored psychological barriers as a result 

of having to adapt to different hair identities in different social environments such as 

imposter syndrome and cognitive dissonance.  

However, there are gaps in the literature, as the existing body does not focus on 

exploring the actual needs of South African black women. The literature mainly 

focuses on the experiences of African-American women. Furthermore, the existing 

literature focuses primarily on the debate between what is considered natural black 

hair and what is considered unnatural black hair. This is as a result of the 

consequences of extensive research that has been conducted by other scholars, 

outlining the effects of Western beauty ideals (Abulafi et al., 2018, Marco, 2012, 

Nyamnjoh and Fuh, 2014).  



Consequently, this review of the literature found that the existing research conducted 

on black hair does not interrogate the environmental experiences that inform the 

actual hair care needs of black South African women. Therefore, this study aimed to 

explore how black women compartmentalise their hair identity in different social 

environments and the effect of such on consumer brand identification. Therefore, the 

significance of this study is to provide guidance on establishing a meaningful 

consumer brand identification for brands that want to diversify to attract a new 

consumer segment in a polarised product category. 

This was done by exploring how brands can establish meaningful consumer brand 

identification in polarised product categories. 

This question was answered with the following research objectives.  

1. To explore black women's hair and hair care experiences 

2. To explore what influences consumer brand identification in polarised product 

categories 

 

Chapter 3 

Research Methodology  

3. Introduction 

This chapter will explain and motivate the research methods used to explore the 

hair- and hair care experiences of black South African women. This chapter will also 

discuss the data collection instruments, along with the data analysis and ethical 

considerations used in this study. 

The following section will discuss the research design used in this study, explaining 

the exploratory research design as well as the primary and secondary research 

types. 



3.1 Research design  

Research design is defined as a plan that a researcher uses to obtain evidence to 

answer their research question, as well as to test their hypothesis. Research design 

is also defined as a strategy used by researchers to answer their research questions, 

which include collection and measurement, as well as the analysis of data (Sacred 

Heart University Library, 2020).  

3.1.2 Exploratory research design 

According to the Sacred Heart University Library, there are numerous types of 

research design, such as 'action, case study, casual, cohort, cross-sectional, 

descriptive, experimental, exploratory, historical, longitudinal, observational, 

philosophical and sequential research design'. This study took the form of an 

exploratory research design, which is defined as a research strategy that tackles a 

research problem when there has been little research of that nature done before 

(2020).  

The aim of this type of research design is to determine the insights needed for 

further interrogation and exploration related to the research problem. The results of 

this type of research design led to a range of 'new ideas, assumptions, theories, and 

hypotheses'. Exploratory research design also indicates whether future research is 

required to further unpack the research problem and formulate more refined 

questions (Sacred Heart University Library, 2020).  

The Sacred Heart University Library cites the pros of using exploratory research as 

that it assists in gaining background information on the research topic, and it is also 

a flexible research design type that can address the research question from any 

angle, and that exploratory research also helps redefine existing terms and discover 

new ones. It is also able to uncover new hypotheses and identify further research 

problems, thus establishing research priorities. On the other hand, the cons of 

exploratory research are that its sample sizes are relatively small, thus its findings 

only give a general view of the research topic. Furthermore, because the research 

process is flexible and often unstructured, it becomes difficult for organisations to 

make final decisions based on the findings from exploratory research (2020).  



3.1.3 Types of research 

There are two main types of research, namely, primary research and secondary 

research. Primary research is defined as the data collected by a researcher to fill in 

literature gaps that the researcher could not find when conducting secondary 

research. The aim of primary research is to answer the research question and test 

the hypotheses in relation to the reviewed literature. Secondary research is the 

information collected and analysed from studies conducted by other scholars and 

points out what other research is required (Sacred Heart University Library, 2020). 

In understanding these research types, there are two types of primary research, 

namely, quantitative and qualitative research; this study uses qualitative research to 

explore the research problem. Qualitative research deals with subjective data that 

were produced by the participants interviewed for this study. Data from interviewed 

participants were recorded in audible form and it was the researcher’s job to 

understand the significance to which the participants attached to their answers. In 

addition, qualitative research is based on exploratory and flexible research methods 

that allow the researcher to change the data gradually so that a deeper 

understanding of what was being explored could be achieved (Welman, Kruger, 

Mitchell, 2005; Sacred Heart University Library, 2020).  

According to the criteria, Welman et al. (2005) and the Sacred Heart University 

Library (2020) would define the secondary research carried out for this study as 

historical data and ethnographic research. To put the research problem into context, 

historical data collection was employed, which is defined as the location of existing 

sources, for example, 'academic journals, newspaper articles, reports, and books'.  

The second type of secondary research that was explored was ethnographic 

research, which is defined as an essentially descriptive design used in investigations 

among individuals or groups within a given community, focusing on the behavioural 

patterns of everyday situations (Welman, Kruger, Mitchell, 2005; Sacred Heart 

University Library, 2020).  

This study explored Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, the theory of social identity, and 

the identification of consumer brands as its core conceptual framework, and then 



went further to apply consumer psychology theories such as the imposter syndrome 

and cognitive dissonance, to explore the cultural and social nuances of the research 

problem. The focus of this study was to explore the hair and hair care experiences of 

black South African women as a basis for the identification of the consumer brand. 

 

3.2 Research Methodology  

This section will discuss the research methodology used for this study. This study 

used focus groups as its research method.  

3.2.1 Focus Group  

According to Rabiee, a focus group is the process of selecting a group of individuals 

from a specific population to engage in an in-depth group interview on a given topic 

(2004). He mentions that focus groups are useful in communication and marketing 

studies, as they provide information pertaining to a range of ideas and feelings that a 

selection of the population has about a topic or brand. Focus groups are also 

essential to highlight the differences in perception and opinions people might have 

about a topic or brand. Rabiee also points out that it is imperative that the 

participants of the focus group be chosen on the basis that they have something to 

say on the topic, and that they are within the identified sample age range, that they 

have a similar socio-economic background, and lastly, that they would be 

comfortable talking about the topic within the group. This is to ensure that the 

answering of questions within the group is authentic and a representation of the 

subject in question. Furthermore, in Rabiee’s description of a focus group, he 

mentions that focus groups are even more helpful as data can also be generated 

from how participants interact with each other within the group discussion, thus their 

nonverbal communication should also be monitored and documented (Rabiee, 2004, 

O.Nyumba, Wilson, Derrick and Mukherjee, 2018).   

The advantages and disadvantages of this method will be discussed to evaluate how 

reliable the data collected would be for this research study. This study looked at the 

advantages of using focus groups as research method for a brand communication 

study. According to a study by Stewart and Shamdasani on focus groups, focus 



groups provide information on the sources of complicated behaviors and motivations 

people have when deciding to engage with brand communication (2007). Focus 

groups create a space where participants can question each other and explain 

themselves to each other; they also give the researcher an opportunity to ask the 

participants to further express themselves if they have had different experiences, 

thus opening avenues for further in-depth questioning (Stewart, Shamdasani and 

Rook, 2007, O.Nyumba, Wilson, Derrick and Mukherjee, 2018).  

Another advantage of a focus group is that it is possible for researchers to get 

clearer responses from the understanding of other participants within the group of 

another participant’s response. This allows researchers to obtain deeper levels of 

meaning to make important connections and identify subtle nuances in expression 

and meaning (Stewart, Shamdasani and Rook, 2007).  

Furthermore, the collaboration within the group can result in the development of 

insights that may not have been discovered in a one-on-one interview. What is more 

helpful within a focus group setting is differences in opinion, as researchers are then 

able to identify how and why people embrace or reject ideas, communication, or 

products (Stewart, Shamdasani, and Rook, 2007). As a comment from one participant 

ripple effect of responses from other participants, focus groups are a catalyst of 

engagement as once the participants start sharing their similar experiences, the 

conversation gets richer (Stewart, Shamdasani and Rook, 2007, O.Nyumba, Wilson, 

Derrick and Mukherjee, 2018).  

However, there are also disadvantages to using focus groups for a brand 

communication study, and that there could be difference of opinion and immaterial 

discussions that distract from the focus of the discussion (Vaughan, 2017, 

O.Nyumba, Wilson, Derrick and Mukherjee, 2018). Moreover, Vaughan claims that 

when dealing with a topic, people who feel passionate about the discussion could be 

hard to control. Additionally, some participants in the group may feel overwhelmed 

and struggle to participate or may simply agree with dominant views. For sensitive 

topics, it can be hard to get honest responses from participants (Vaughan, 2017, 

O.Nyumba, Wilson, Derrick and Mukherjee, 2018,).  



In this study, a focus group interview was used to get the sample to engage with the 

topic and to help the researcher identify certain points made by each participant to 

help address the points of the research study. The focus group sessions were 

guided by a structured interview format, as the aim was to coordinate discussions 

around certain themes and notions that were identified in the literature (Welman, 

Kruger, and Mitchell, 2005, O.Nyumba, Wilson, Derrick and Mukherjee, 2018). 

The population and sample that was used for this research study is discussed next. 

3.3 Population and sample 

A population is defined as the full set of cases from which a sample is taken and 

research findings applied (Welman, Kruger, and Mitchell, 2005). The population used 

in this study was middle class and upper middle class black South African women. 

This population was chosen based on the reality that the experience and relationship 

of black South African women with them hair is different from that of black women in 

other regions. The decision to only consider middle-class and upper middle-class 

black women was made, because the communication of a brand does, to a certain 

degree, influence how they purchase hair care brands over and above price. In 

addition, their income allows them to freely choose in regard to brands. It can also be 

assumed that they have the luxury of researching brands and using brands based on 

how they resonate with them (van den Berg, 2017: 56-57). 

A sample refers to the specific members within the population from whom one will 

obtain data (Welman, Kruger, and Mitchell, 2005). To encapsulate a wide variety of 

realities and opinions, three focus group sessions were conducted, each with a 

maximum sample of six participants. The groups were kept small to ensure a robust 

and impactful discussion. The focus groups were made up of black South African 

women with tertiary education, middle class, and upper middle class, between the 

ages of 25 and 33. The groups were made up of women from different occupations 

to ensure that they provide a wide variety of answers and opinions to form truthful 

insights. Each participant within the different focus groups was of women who knew 

each other as the nature of the topic that was discussed was personal and sensitive, 

and required participants who trusted each other and were willing to be open and 

truthful amongst each other.  



There were three main discussion points that the moderator unpacked; each 

discussion point was allocated fifteen minutes. However, depending on the 

participation in the discussion, leeway was made for the discussions to exceed 

fifteen minutes. 

3.4 Data collection methods 

Data collection refers to the way that information is collected for a research study. 

There are various methods of data collection such as in-person interviewing, or via 

telephone, email, and the Internet. Depending on the research design, these 

methods can be used separately or together (Sacred Heart University Library, 2020). 

3.4.1 Focus Group Discussion Questionnaire  

The following subsection gives a view of the discussion questionnaire used in the 

focus group sessions. The questionnaire explored the hair- and hair care 

experiences of the participants. In setting the atmosphere for the discussion, the 

participants were all asked to briefly describe what hair means to them, talk about 

the products they use, and their hair care routine. Once there was momentum 

around the topic of hair and their hair care experiences, the moderator then deep 

dived into the three discussion areas set for the objectives of this study.  

The moderator of this study used the following discussion areas to answer the 

research question: 

The first discussion area was: 'What does healthy hair mean to you?'  

The moderator was briefed to ensure that the participants explain what healthy hair 

means to them functionally and emotionally. The moderator asked the participants to 

describe how black hair is represented today and what their thoughts are on its 

current representation in South African. The participants were also asked to mention 

brands they believe cater to white hair only, brands that cater to black hair only, and 

then brands that cater to both black and white hair. In expanding on this and 

exploring how marketers can effectively tap into the cultural nuances black women 

attach to their hair, the moderator asked the participants how they would ideally like 



to see their hair portrayed specifically by brands that cater to both black and white 

hair.  

The discussion was specifically structured this way to gain an understanding of how 

participants relate to the hair care category as it contributes to their social identity, 

how that aligns with how they describe their hair and hair care experiences and if 

they identify with the hair care category as a polarised product category.  

The second discussion area was: 'Are you resonating with the following brands’ 

messaging, positioning, and product offering?' This discussion point was 

important to ask as it explores the current stimuli used by hair care brands in their 

attempt to tap into culture and resonate with the hair care needs of black women.  

The brand stimuli that were shown to the participants were of Pantene, L’Oréal, and 

Tresemme. These brands were specifically chosen as they have always been known 

to cater only to white hair and have only recently diversified into products that cater 

to black hair care. In this discussion the moderator ensured that the participants 

knew that they could reference any other brand they felt catered to white hair only 

and has now diversified to cater to black hair (Nydia, 2019).  

L’Oréal was particularly chosen, as they introduced Elvive as a product extension 

that attracts black women a few years ago. It is important to note that the Elvive 

product range serves both black and white hair, with the Extraordinary Oil variant 

aimed specifically at the hair care needs of black hair, but still serving all types of 

hair (Nydia, 2019).  

The second brand that the participants was shown was the Pantene Gold Series, 

which is their product range created to serve only black hair needs. This brand was 

chosen specifically because it has its own positioning within the stable Pantene hair 

product. This product range is not easily accessible in South Africa, yet it can be 

shopped online through Takealot, and due to the reach of social media and digital 

media, it can be assumed that the participants have been exposed to its extensive 

messaging (Nydia, 2019).  



The third brand chosen was Tresseme. Tresemme was specifically chosen because 

they have a neutral positioning, showing that their Botanic product range works for 

all types of hair, black and white (Nydia, 2019). 

The discussion in this area was structured in this manner to explore what cultural 

nuances are at play in polarised product categories, so marketers know how to tailor 

their strategies and upweight propositions that effectively attract black women. As 

the discussion continued, the moderator asked the participants if they had any 

affinity to these brands to gain an understanding of how brands in polarised 

categories who are now diversifying to attract a target market they previously did not 

cater to are perceived and how this can influence that brand's ability to credibility tap 

into the cultural nuances of the new target market. The moderator also probed 

further to find if marketing stimuli for white hair by brands that target black women 

influences what they perceive as their hair care needs and how they identify with 

their hair. This was important to ask to explore how closely related marketing 

strategies in polarised product categories should be.  

The third discussion area was: 'Describe your hair care journey'.  

For this discussion, the moderator was briefed to get the participants to unpack their 

hair and hair care choices by speaking about who influenced their hair care choices 

from a young age. The participants were also asked to point out when they began 

making their own hair care choices, as well as to highlight if they feel there is any 

difference in how they make hair and hair care decisions on their own, compared to 

when someone else such as their mother or caregiver had the influence. This 

discussion was particularly added to discern the culture of hair care choices among 

black women and the different nuances that affect how hair and hair care decisions 

are made.  

The following section will explore the data analysis methods. 

3.5 Data analysis 

According to Hsieh and Shannon (2005), the analysis of data can be explained as 

the process of evaluating data using analytical and logical reasoning to examine 



each component of the data provided. Analysis is one step that needs to be 

completed when conducting research, thus data from various sources is gathered, 

reviewed, and then analysed to form a conclusion (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p.1278). 

3.5.1 Methods of data analysis  

The focus of this study was to determine what the actual hair care needs of black 

women are, and therefore, qualitative analysis was applied. Qualitative analysis is 

defined as a research method for the subjective interpretation of the content of 

textual data, through the process of coding and identifying themes or patterns (Hsieh 

& Shannon, 2005, p.1278).  

For this study, text analysis was used as the primary data analysis method. Text 

analysis, also referred to as content analysis, is a systematic analysis of the content 

of a communication tool such as written work, speech, or film to determine the 

objection or meaning of the communication (Kuckartz, 2014). Data for this study 

were analysed from different perspectives collected from the research participants 

during the focus group sessions (Kuckartz, 2014).  

The analysis of the focus group sessions is discussed in depth below:  

3.5.1.2 Analysis of focus group data 

When analysing data from a focus group, Morgan (1996) suggests that the purpose 

of the study should drive how the data are analysed (Morgan, 1996). He points out 

that data analysis is made up of several stages that include 'examining, categorising, 

and tabulating' to address the initial objective of the study. This helps the researcher 

to make sense of the data and to get rid of extra and irrelevant information (Morgan, 

1996). 

More so, when analysing data for a brand communication study, Morgan (1996) 

discusses a framework analysis, which has five key stages (Morgan, 1996). He 

mentions that the process of analysing begins with the collection of data as this 

involves a process of facilitating the data, making observational notes, and typing the 

recorded information. This stage is then followed by the familiarisation of the data, 



which is achieved by listening to the recorded tapes, reading the transcripts in their 

entirety, and reading the observational notes taken during the focus group session, 

as well as all summary notes written immediately after the interview. The aim of 

doing this is for the researcher to immerse in the details and get a sense of the 

interview before breaking it into parts, as during this process major themes will begin 

to emerge. 

With respect to this study, the data was collected and documented by the researcher 

who separated the data into themes as they relate to the objectives of this study. The 

selection of themes was based on points that were consistent in sentiment across 

the different focus groups.   

The credibility of this study will be explored as follows:  

3.6 Research Quality  

3.6.1 Validity 

Rabiee defines the validity of qualitative research and deals with the trustworthiness 

of the data collected in focus group sessions. There are two types of validity, namely, 

internal and external validity. Internal validity refers to the degree to which the 

findings in the focus group session reflect the reality. External validity refers to the 

degree to which reflections of reality resonate across groups (2004).  

 Rabiee suggests that when dealing with personal topics, especially for a brand 

communication study, the researcher needs to ensure that members within the focus 

group feel comfortable around each other to adequately engage in the discussion, as 

for some participants, self-disclosure only comes naturally when they feel safe within 

the group. Therefore, the use of preexisting groups will be an advantage for 

communication studies, as there is already an extent of trust amongst the members 

of the group, which will encourage the expression of views. Furthermore, he notes 

that using preexisting groups is more important when dealing with a topic in which 

little research has been done and the information gathered from the focus group is to 

be used to inform the bulk of the study. Furthermore, to ensure that the results of the 



focus group are reliable, it is suggested that each group has between ‘six and eight 

participants’ as a smaller group is easily manageable (Rabiee, 2004). 

For the validity of a focus group study, it has been observed that for a research 

study, '80% of themes' around a given topic result from 'two to three focus groups' 

and '90% of themes' can be the result of 'three to six focus groups' (Guest, Namey 

and McKenna, 2016: 17). However, the three focus groups are said to be more than 

enough of a sample size to identify the most prevalent themes in the research study. 

Therefore, for this study, three focus group sessions were conducted (Guest, Namey 

and McKenna, 2016:17). 

Participants in the focus groups were selected from an existing organisation that 

mentors and coaches' black women between the ages of 21-33. The organisation had 

an intake of 54 black women in 2019. These black women were from different 

occupations such as accountants, copywriters, lawyers, journalists, and doctors. For 

this study, fifteen black women from the organisation were selected as participants for 

the focus group sessions. The women in this organisation were split into groups of 

three and they were interviewed accordingly (Guest, Namey, and McKenna, 2016: 17). 

3.6.2 Reliability 

Reliability is concerned with the consistent stability and repeatability of the moderator 

and research process. In conducting focus groups, it is also important to be aware of 

the possible weaknesses and strengths of using a moderator in the reliability of data 

collection. In the collection of data for this research study, caution was taken to 

ensure that the moderator did not enforce any personal bias or judgment on 

comments made by anyone in the group (Writing, 2019). Extra care was taken to 

ensure that the moderator exercised effective listening within the group, as well as 

moving to the flow of the conversation without being rigid and stuck with the list of 

questions provided (Writing, 2019). In addition, before the focus group sessions were 

conducted, the moderator was fully inducted into understanding the research 

problem, objectives, and questions (Writing, 2019). Caution was also taken to ensure 

that the moderator was multilingual, as participants were encouraged to respond to 

the research questions in any language that will help them articulate their experience 

adequately. The chosen moderator was a black woman, as the research deals with a 



social issue that requires someone who will be able to pick up the nuances 

expressed by the participants and support them in unpacking their responses further.   

3.7 Ethical Considerations  

It was taken necessary not to offend anyone with this study. The participants and the 

organisation where the participants were sourced opted to be kept anonymous. This 

study adhered to ethical obligations regarding any ethnic group mentioned or not 

mentioned in the study. Furthermore, the research data collected from the 

respondents in the focus group session were not, and will not be used for any 

purpose other than that mentioned in the study.  

3.8 Conclusions 

This chapter explained focus groups as a research method used in this study. It also 

outlined the population and sample for this study, indicating how the study ensured 

that its findings remained reliable and valid. In the next chapter, the findings of this 

study will be discussed.  



 

Chapter 4 

4. Analysis and discussion of data 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter offers an analysis of the data collected during the focus group sessions. 

The data have been divided into three sections that answer the objectives of this 

research study. Each section will give an analytical summary, which has been 

interpreted into themes of the findings collected in the focus group sessions. This will 

be followed by prominent responses from the focus group participants.   

4.2 Research results 

As discussed in Chapter 3 of this research study, text analysis was used as the 

method of qualitative data analysis. The focus group sessions occurred over Zoom, 

an online video conferencing application. The sessions were conducted by a 

moderator, while the researcher observed and recorded them. The findings of this 

study will be discussed as they relate to the research objectives. Therefore, the 

findings of this study will be analysed in the following sections. 

• Analysis of black women's hair and hair care experiences 

• Analysis of the influence of consumer brand identification in polarised product 

categories  

 

4.2.1 Interview approach  

When exploring the above objectives, the focus group participants were asked to tell 

the story of their hair care journey by highlighting key milestones in their hair care 



experiences. The discussions in the focus group sessions were centered around 

three main questions, which the moderator then expanded on as the discussion 

evolved. They discussed the following questions: 

1. What does healthy hair mean to you?  

2. What do you think of L’Oreal, Pantene, and Tresemme? 

3. Describe your hair care journey and what influenced it.  

4.2.2 Validity and reliability 

The researcher identified a total of 15 middle-class black women aged 25 to 33 

years for this study, and divided them into three groups. All participants were present 

for the first focus group, but two participants from the second focus group could no 

longer attend, stating personal reasons, and one participant in the third focus group 

could not attend due to connectivity issues. However, what was discovered in the 

focus group session was that the smaller the group, the more robust, intimate, and 

detailed the participants' responses were. Furthermore, participants asked that their 

specific responses remain anonymous, but would like to be acknowledged at the end 

of the study. It was made clear in the focus group sessions that the discussion would 

be recorded primarily for the benefit of the research and used for nothing more than 

the purpose of this study.  

The data analysis will be discussed next.  

4.3 Data Analysis  

Data analysis and interpretation of focus group interview sessions. 

4.3.1 Objective 1:  

Explore black women's hair and hair care experiences 

In exploring this objective, the question asked was 'What does healthy hair mean to 

you?'  In this question, the moderator took account of how the conversation was 



flowing by asking the participants to elaborate on their answers and express what 

they mean by healthy hair in terms of texture, look, feel, and needs. She also asked 

them to explain how healthy black hair is represented and how they would ideally like 

it represented.   

The prominent themes that answered the objective of this section were the following. 

1. The language of the category influences how we relate and identify with our 

needs within the category.  

2. Black hair is well represented, but its belonging is still questioned. 

3. Hair is not a symbol of beauty, it is a symbol of our life stages.  

Theme 1: The language of the category influences how we relate and identify 

with our needs within the category. 

Findings  

It became apparent during the focus group sessions that there is an overt tension 

between 'good' healthy hair and texture. One of the major call outs was identified in 

the focus group sessions was the identification of healthy hair by its texture, 

particularly the softness of the hair. Most of the participants, when describing the 

softness of their hair, tended to move away from the 4c hair texture, which is much 

more coiled and tighter, and is the typical hair texture of black South Africans. An 

example of how the participants described their hair can be summed up by what one 

of the participants said. 

‘My hair feels healthy when it feels soft and doesn't break’.  

To add to this description, one of the participants from another group described that, 

‘The adjectives I would use to describe my hair would be; length retention, shine, 

moisturised and bouncy...However, what I would like to just clarify is that I used to 

associate length with healthy hair, but I have come to realize that it is not actually 

true, unless attaining length is the goal’.  



Additionally, it became evident in focus group sessions that the hair language 

classification system, which has been largely used by brands in their product 

targeting, perpetuates the perception of tighter coiled hair as bad hair. More so, it 

was discussed that type 4c hair is portrayed by brands as a tougher, tighter, tangled 

hair that is not ideal, with a participant also mentioning that she often does not see 

multinational brands, particularly in South Africa or globally, showcasing her type of 

hair. This was emphasised by one of the participants when she mentioned that 'The 

type of hair that is celebrated is 4a and 4b type hair which makes one look racially 

ambiguous.’  

In support of this awareness, another participant responded saying, ‘I used to 

consider my hair healthy when it is soft, but I realised that my hair is naturally dry as 

long as it doesn't break’. 

The second major definition of healthy hair was the length of it. Length was also 

mentioned as something that determines healthy hair, but interestingly, length was 

also followed by strong adjectives such as beautiful, inherent, family genes and good 

hair. However, one of the participants pointed out that when we speak about length, 

it needs to be known that length for black hair is only seen as a goal for healthy hair 

if that was the intended outcome.  

In addition, a very interesting outcome of the focus group session was when two of 

the participants mentioned that they have never really needed to engage in the 

politics of black hair, as they would say they have been privileged with what would 

be graded as ‘good’ black hair. Their explanation of the privilege of their hair spoke 

of their hair texture being soft, long, and rich. In fact, one of them explained in more 

detail, that ‘she has always been in a privileged position when it comes to her hair, 

so she has never been part of black hair fights, her hair has always been long and 

rich’. However, as the discussion unfolded, one of the participants mentioned how 

she easily cuts her hair once a year, and this statement hit a nerve with the 

participant who was mentioning her hair privilege.  This participant jumped into the 

conversation and explained how the mere thought of just cutting her hair is triggering 

emotions. She went further to elaborate that when her dreadlocks were long, they 

amplified her hair privilege, and the length made her feel good about herself. She 



elaborated even further by expressing this conflicting feeling, saying that ‘it’s sad to 

think about and say, but length played a role in how much she loved her hair’.  

Another challenging thought that questioned the language we used to describe black 

hair, which came from one of the participants who boldly stated that 'even the word 

natural is redundant in expressing our hair, as if our hair is not natural, what is it?'. 

This comment coincided with the one made by another participant who spoke about 

the freedom and versatility of our hair, and the importance of communicating that in 

whatever form a black woman chooses to wear her hair, that she can do so without 

being boxed in, or stereotyped in any way. This notion was supported by one of the 

participants saying that, ‘There are still lingering stereotypes that police how we 

choose to wear our hair’.  

Moreso, this view was supported by a participant in another group stating that, ‘she 

used to think healthy black hair is having a huge afro, but she has come to learn that 

healthy black hair is moisturised hair that does not break whether it is short or long’. 

Lastly, the majority of the participants attributed healthy hair to moisturised hair, 

which is a particularly South African measure of healthy hair. The region is dry, so 

hair becomes dry and brittle easily. 

Theme 2: Black hair is well represented, but its belonging is still questioned.  

Findings 

When examining what healthy hair means to black women and understanding their 

experiences, what was found in the focus group sessions was that the narrative of 

black hair as bad hair has changed and is changing for black women. Firstly, this is 

evident in how the participants were able to catch themselves and sort of self-correct 

themselves in how they expressed their relationship with their hair. Going back to the 

language theme above, where a participant described healthy hair as long hair, she 

then came back to explain what she means by length as an indication of healthy hair 

today.  



Secondly, what was apparent in the focus group sessions was the feeling of 

empowerment and representation. The participants mentioned how social networks 

have done a great job in accelerating the empowerment and representation of black 

hair in all its forms. They spoke extensively about how social media has helped them 

along their journey to accept and learn how to take care of their hair. However, some 

built on the role social media plays in representation and explained that what is seen 

on social doesn’t necessarily translate into reality.  For example, one of the 

participants said, ‘On social media our hair is embraced but our hair is still seen as a 

taboo.’ To add to this, another participant elaborated to say, ‘Social Media has 

helped with the representation of natural hair but not with the acceptance of it’.  

Furthermore, discussions around the role of social media and what black women 

experience today also highlighted the role of the representation of people who look 

similar to them in their acceptance of their hair. However, on the other side of the 

coin, what was identified in the focus group sessions was that even when 

representation is prevalent, respect is not. Participants still feel that black hair is not 

fully accepted in society. This was an important part of the discussion as the 

participants mentioned that ‘Black hair is still seen negatively in white orientated 

spaces.’  

Moreso, one of the participants mentioned that ‘4c hair in its natural state is not 

accepted socially’, the participant went on to reiterate that when brands speak about 

natural hair, they often manipulate it to mimic African American hair or take the form 

of 4a hair. To build on this notion, one of the participants explained that, ‘social 

media advocacy and our actual hair experience on the ground is not the same, the 

narrative of black hair is evolving, but how we experience people's perceptions of our 

hair has not evolved’. Another participant added to this saying ‘natural hair 

representation by brands is not an afro that looks like mine, it’s a black African 

American afro’.  She then ended her statement mentioning that ‘in the workspace our 

hair is still not seen as tidy or neat, we get asked often when we plan on doing our 

hair, like our hair in its natural state is not enough’. 

 



Therefore, as much as the narrative of good black hair is changing systemically, our 

social environment does not enable a full authentic expression of black hair. This 

statement was fully supported within the focus group sessions with one of the 

participants stating that ‘we are not getting black hair represented as healthy hair, 

the representation of black hair does not feel and look natural, it feels like brands still 

manipulate it to fit into the construct of perceived 'good' hair, which is still not what 

actual South African hair looks like'. 

Theme 3: Hair is not a symbol of beauty, it is a symbol of our stage in life. 

Findings 

From an emotive point of view, hair as a symbol of their heritage and a symbol of 

self-expression. The participants described their hair as a form of self-expression 

more than a representation of their beauty’.  One of the participants mentioned that 

she internalises her hair, her relationship with her hair is about learning who she is, it 

is about texture, it resembles her identity and symbolizes her heritage’. In building on 

this, more of the participants mentioned how their relationship with their hair is about 

'learning who they are, it resembles their identity and symbolises their heritage'.  One 

of the participants who was passionate about the topic said,  

‘My hair is definitely my form of self-expression, it is a reflection of how I feel about 

myself internally’. ‘My hair symbolises self-love, when I feel like I love myself, I love 

my hair’. 

An interesting spin on how healthy hair was described in the focus group sessions 

was centred around a person’s sense of identity. For example, one of the 

participants who has dreadlocks said, 

 ‘My dreadlocks are an extension of who I am, what I represent, my personality and 

my patience’. She then went further to express the importance of embracing who you 

are first, before you can accept your hair in all its forms. 

Significance of the study  



The findings contribute to learning theory in that it highlights the importance for 

marketers to know the diversity of languages and understand that words have 

diverse meanings. Particularly in a polarised product category, it becomes imperative 

for marketers to fully interrogate the meaning of words and the connotations 

attached to words. The participants kept correcting their use of words when 

describing what healthy hair means to them, this contributes to the literature on 

cognitive dissonance that our beliefs about our hair are often in conflict with how we 

describe ‘good’ hair and what we need (O’Brien and Linehan, 2018).    

Moreso, the findings of this discussion point also highlighted an interesting tension. 

The tension it highlights is that there has been a cultural shift as black hair is being 

represented widely, however, even in its wide representation the perception of black 

hair as bad hair has not shifted substantially.  Thus, indicating that there is still a lot 

of unlearning to be done on a social level for black hair to have an equal sense of 

belonging as white hair. The findings also indicated that South African black women 

see their hair as an extension of their spirituality as it symbolises their self-love, 

heritage and ability to authentically express themselves, which builds on existing 

literature that found that black women use their hair as a form of self-expression 

(Alubafi et al., 2018, Marco, 2012, Nyamnjoh and Fuh, 2014). What was interesting 

and which has not been noted in any of the cited literature, is that beauty and self-

expression are not seen as variables that are closely related as the participants 

described hair as a form of self-expression but not an indication of their beauty.  

The findings also concluded that in certain spaces, particularly in corporate 

environments, black women feel that their expression of love for their hair misplaces 

them and often makes them stand out as if they are making a politic statement, when 

they are in fact showing up as themselves. This is in support of the literature that 

indicates that the hair styles black women choose can at times be seen as a political 

statement (Alubafi et al., 2018, Marco, 2012, Nyamnjoh and Fuh, 2014). 

Furthermore, this also supports the literature that suggests that black women 

experience degrees of imposter syndrome as they are constantly fighting between 

showing up as their true authentic self in social spaces and what it is assumed as 

befitting for that environment (Goldsmith, 2018).  



4.2.3 Objective 2: 

Explore what influences consumer brand identification in a polarised product 

category 

In exploring this objective, the question asked was, 'Are you resonating with the 

messaging, positioning, and product offering of the following brand?'. These brands 

were chosen because they have repositioned themselves to meet the hair care 

needs of white and black hair. They were also chosen because they have explicitly 

communicated their commitment to redefining the negative perception of black hair 

locally and globally. More so, this question was asked to gain an understanding of 

the participants' resonance with brands that diversify to attract them. Furthermore, in 

expanding on this question, the moderator asked the participants to describe who 

influenced their hair care decisions and explain the transition when they began 

making their own hair care choices, as well as to highlight if there were any major 

choice differences that they noticed in how they make hair care decisions. 

 

The prominent themes that answered the objective of this section were the following. 

1. Lived experiences inform the creation of a successful black hair care brand.  

2. Brand consistency and transparency result in brand trust.  

3. Brands must focus on communicating the functionality of their product 

offerings and leave self-expression to black women. 

Theme 1: Lived experiences inform the creation of a successful black hair care 

brand. 

Findings 

The solution to black hair care can only come from black women themselves. One of 

the participants stated that 'lived experiences inform the quality of the product, the 

choice of ingredients, as well as the way the brand resonates with its intended 



audience’. In support of this, when participants were asked to mention hair care 

brands in general, niche brands by black South African women were the brands that 

were prominently mentioned in all three focus group sessions. For example, one of 

the participants mentioned that,  

‘Native Child is that girl, the products give what they need to give, the brand was 

started by a South African woman which is important as hair differs in the region you 

are in. South African hair is dry, so she has mastered moisture and her brand is 

inexpensive and accessible’. 

Additionally, in terms of lived experiences, what was apparent was that participants' 

hair care choices and journeys are motivated and influenced by other black women 

who seem confident with their hair and who have a hair care routine that works. One 

of the participants highlighted that when she 'started seeing more local natural hair 

influencers invest in their hair, it motivated her to do the same'. However, it is 

important to make the clear distinction that only the lived experiences of South 

Africans have an influence on South African black women to try brands. As one of 

the participants even commented saying, ‘brands need to stop selling us one ideal 

aesthetic look of our hair’.  

This was made clear as another participant stated that ‘a lot of the YouTube natural 

hair influencers she used to watch were from the USA and she could not relate to 

them as their hair is different from hers and the products mentioned are not even 

available in South Africa’. She went further to elaborate saying ‘big corporates take 

more of an anthological approach to black hair more than the one informed by a 

black woman's lived experience’. 

 As a result, what became evident in the focus group sessions was that black South 

African women can clearly discern what it is they need for their hair when there is a 

clear representation of someone local, with whom they can relate embracing their 

authentic self. Some of the comments that were made in support of this were  

‘I trust hair care products from people who have a personal vested interest as they 

have tried the product on their own hair’. 



‘When I see others embrace their hair, I start to embrace mine and it influences my 

journey’. 

Theme 2: Brand consistency and transparency result in brand trust. 

Findings  

From the focus group sessions, it became clear that the difficulty for brands to be 

seen as diverse and catering to both black and white hair is based on a brand’s 

historic positioning. If the brand's original target market was white hair, everything 

associated with white hair is associated with that brand, even if they branch out to 

create products that specifically cater to black hair care needs. What emerged 

strongly in the discussions was that black hair care products by multinationals are 

seen as catering to black hair care needs only when it pertains to wigs, and not 

actual natural black hair. Furthermore, the participants who recognised and had 

good things to say about L’Oreal, Pantene, and Tresemme specifically referred to 

the use of products from these brands for their wigs, but not necessarily for their hair. 

What was also apparent was that in the case where a completely new brand 

launched a product range for black hair and white hair at the same time, they would 

be keen to try it out on their natural hair. However, if the brand has been around for 

years and then branches out to attract them, they don’t trust that it’s a brand for their 

hair, they see it as a merely capitalist move. For example, some comments made 

about Tresemme were,  

‘We know Tresemme isn’t for us, but I wouldn’t say they are deceiving they are more 

exploitive’. 

In addition, a concept that came out strongly but not overtly was that comfort and 

trust are created through consistency. The participants mentioned that they notice 

some of these multinational brands branching out to target them, but the problem is 

that these brands after a while disappear into the ether. In support of this point, the 

prominent discussion among the groups was that there is no continuous effort and 

investment from these brands, thus everything they put out seems inauthentic and 

capitalist. One of the participants even mentioned that 'when brands that never 

catered to black women start to target black women, it feels like they are catching on 



a wave, they are not necessarily invested in understanding black women as a 

market'. She elaborated saying, ‘brands need to consistently show our hair in its 

versatile form and show the actual lived experience of our hair’. To further support 

this thought, one of the participants felt that brands do not treat their black and white 

product range equally, it is as if they hold white hair care products to a higher 

standard than black hair care products. She expanded on this thought saying, ‘when 

brands that didn't target us start targeting us, it’s important that they put out the same 

amount of effort they spend in promoting and researching black hair care products 

as they do white hair care’. 

Lastly, what was identified in the focus group sessions was that for brands to have 

both white hair care and black hair care in their stable, they need to be transparent 

about it. One of the participants added that, ‘there should not be a restriction on who 

makes products for black hair, as long as brands are honest and understand that our 

hair is different and should be treated differently’. 

Another statement that built this was from one of the participants saying that she is 

two ways about this, did the brands launch at the same time or did they only target 

black women when they realised there is a market, as knowing this will influence her 

affinity towards the brand. 

In addition, it was found that using product names that allude to or give the 

impression that the brand is owned by a black woman is deceiving. One of the 

participants expressed her shock when she found out that Aunty Jacky was not a 

product of a black woman. In support of this, one of the participants even said, ‘It 

feels like big brands just want to capitalise on the fact that black women sell 

products, so they are using black women influences to sell their white hair care 

products to us without considering if the product is for us’. 

Theme 3: Brands must focus on communicating the functionality of their 

product offerings and leave self-expression to black women.  

Findings 



In terms of who influences hair care decisions, many of the participants mentioned 

that, when growing up, their mothers or grandmothers were responsible for what 

they did with their hair. One participant even mentioned that her hair was relaxed, 

not because her mother believed that having straight hair was better, but because 

the perception growing up was that relaxed hair is easier to maintain and less time 

consuming than when black hair is in its natural form. What this is telling us is that 

people make decisions that will result in them conveniently and comfortably existing 

in the world, however, those decisions do not necessarily align to how they feel, it is 

just their way of adapting to the world to survive.  

Subsequently, what was evident in the responses was that there is no prominent 

brand that is winning regarding black hair. Some of the participants mentioned 

sticking to the same brand consistently, but most spoke of using any brand that 

their hair stylist introduces or uses on them. They went on to state that ‘healthy 

hair is having a good stylist; your hair will be healthy when you remain consistent 

with your stylist, there’s something in the hands of your stylist that us as black people 

can attest to’.  

Price was also a considerable determining factor in the choice of the brand of the 

participants. One of the participants even mentioned the two-for-three specials at 

Clicks as a purchase driver, going further to mention that ‘hair care products are a 

costly exercise’. 

In addition, what becomes apparent in the focus group sessions in terms of hair 

care influence is that the shopper journey for black hair care is based on the 

functional need of the hair, not necessarily the brand, as it is driven more by price 

and recommendation. In support of this, one participant mentioned that ‘it’s not a 

brand thing, the product must just work’ and another added to this saying ‘I have 

blinders on when I shop for hair care products, I just take what I need, brands need 

to focus on speaking to the needs of our hair without mention of all those 

unnecessary nuances’. 

Significance to the study 



The findings highlighted that black South African women are looking for tested local 

solutions for their hair care needs. This supports social identity theory as indicated in 

the literature, that the purchase intent of black people is often influenced by group 

identification more than any other race (Addie et al., 2019). However, the findings 

further specify that for South African black women local representation is more 

important than global representation. This conflicts with what was found in the 

literature that argues that consumers respond well to universally relatable cues of 

their self-concept (Addie, et al., 2019). However, there were also emphases on the 

importance of lived experiences from participants supporting the literature on social 

identity that mentions that consumers are more likely to buy according to what they 

value and what they identify with (Addie, et al., 2019). The findings show that the 

marketing of hair care products to black women needs to be embedded in a lived 

experience, the brand story needs to be localised and the product promoted through 

informational reference groups, as these groups are trusted for their thought 

leadership and familiarity (Addie et al., 2019). 

The findings contribute to the literature on consumer brand identification by 

suggesting that when looking for a balance between brand identity and consumer 

identity within a polarised product category, the brand identity needs to focus solely 

on its functional contribution. It suggests that the brand story need not tap into the 

consumers cultural nuances in terms of how it communicates, the brand simply 

needs to facilitate the consumers' need for self-expression. The findings also 

conclude that black women do not want their hair to be validated by brands, as more 

brands attempt to validate black hair, the more they restrict and dictate their self-

concept.    

4.3 Conclusions  

This chapter focused on the findings based on the focus group sessions, in relation 

to the objectives of the study. The next chapter will summarise these findings linking 

them to the literature review and research question. 

  



 

Chapter 5 

5. Data Interpretation and Conclusion 

5.1 Introduction 

This section will give an interpretative summary of the research findings as outlined 

in Chapter 4. This Chapter 5 is divided into the following sections.  

• Interpretation of findings  

• Conclusions and implications of the study 

• Recommendations for further research  

 

This research study had two objectives to answer the research question, namely, 

exploring how brands can establish meaningful consumer brand identification in 

polarised product categories.  

5.2 INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS  

This study aimed to contribute to the literature gap of the role that black women have 

in consumer brand identification when departmentalising their hair identity in different 

social environments. 

The following section will give a contextual and interpretative discussion of how the 

findings in Chapter 4 contribute to the existing literature.  

When exploring the findings of this study collectively, they reaffirm that consumers 

adapt to the conditions of the environment in which they find themselves at any given 

moment. This supports the findings identified in the literature, and they explain 

conditional learning and how it effects of interpretation of our experiences (Stewart, 

2012; Sims and Sims, 1995: 153). The findings of this study also challenge the role 

brands play in perpetuating, as well as in supporting, the evolving narratives of a 



consumer's social identity in the various environments in which they navigate. 

Additionally, the findings indicated that consumers adapt to the various environments 

they have to navigate, as a reflex reaction to survival, and not as an indication of 

their self-worth. From the focus group sessions, it was found that the different social 

environments related to consumer needs can be discerned as Environments of self-

expression and Narrative environments. Environments of self-expression can be 

described as environments where the consumer can freely express themselves 

without fear of judgement. In this environment, people interact with value expressive 

reference groups as described in the literature as groups or environments who are in 

support of the concept of self-expression (Ali et al., 2016).  Narrative environments 

can be described as environments where freedom of expression is restricted 

systemically by the media as well as by what is deemed as the standard of beauty in 

those spaces. This environment is influenced by utilitarian reference groups as in 

this environment freedom of expression is dictated by the societal expectations of 

that environment (Ali et al., 2016). This thinking builds on the literature on reference 

groups pointing out that black women's points of reference could be the different 

environments they frequent, not necessarily the people they are surrounded by. 

Therefore, as much as black women resonant with each other, the need for self-

expression regarding their hair, their hair choices are a result of the environments, 

particularly the cultural nuances of the environments they will occupy at any given 

time. This is mainly because as found in the findings of this study, that the 

representation of black hair is growing on social media, it still does not have a sense 

of belonging.  

The findings of this study also identified that representation and peoples need to 

express themselves as influencers of how they associate with their cultural and 

social identity. Therefore, for brands to resonate with a consumer's emotional needs, 

they need to tap into cultural cues of association. In terms of representation as a 

cultural cue of association, it relates to how consumers are exposed to people that 

look like them as they enter different environments. This means that when 

consumers find themselves in different social environments, they will gravitate 

toward stimuli that represent and feel familiar to validate their identity in that 

environment.  The findings show that representation allows the consumer to show up 

as themselves, without needing to adapt to the social identity required for them to 

belong in that social space. To be authentically themselves, the consumer needs an 



example of people who look like them to navigate the different, new, and unknown 

social space. This agrees with the literature on social identity stating that the 

purchase intent of black women is influenced by group identity more than any other 

group. However, the findings of this study add to this notion, specifying that South 

African black women are influenced more by other black women whom they can 

relate to in their immediate surroundings and local environment (Addie, et al., 2019).  

It also adds to the importance of local informational reference groups in building 

familiarity, trust, and relatability for brands wanting to target black South African 

women (Ali et al., 2016). 

The findings of this research study also concluded that a consumer's ability to adapt 

to different environments is influenced by their unique experiences and exposures. 

This resonates with the learning theory as referred to in the literature review; that 

people learn from their experiences and exposures, and their interpretation of 

information is based on the order in which they encountered those experiences. In 

addition, the order in which consumers experience information, influences their 

perception of different brand stimuli. This proves true, as not all participants in the 

focus group sessions attributed their hair to being a symbol of their identity and 

beauty due to their experiences (Stewart, 2012; Sims and Sims, 1995: 153).  

To elaborate further, the findings conclude that consumer experiences inspire them 

to express who they are. On the other hand, what a consumer is exposed to, 

expands their ability to make choices, and what their evolving needs are (Stewart, 

2012; Sims and Sims, 1995: 153).  

Therefore, it becomes imperative for brands to conduct in-depth situational and 

cultural analyses to understand how a consumer's hair care experiences and 

exposure within a particular social environment influence their actual needs, as well 

as how the environment contributes to the evolution of those needs. As a result, from 

these findings, it is apparent that it is not the role of the brand to give cultural 

meaning to the social environments a consumer has to navigate. The role of the 

brand is to simply provide the consumer with their functional hair care needs. Based 

on the common responses from the focus group sessions, it would be products that 

address a loss of moisture in hair. In support of this, the focus group research 

emphasised that black women want brands to only speak about how their products 



are geared up to their functional hair care needs. The consensus was that when 

brands begin to tap into the hair care culture, they tend to conceptualise a narrative 

around a singular black hair social identity, or they give stereotypical meaning to the 

choices of hairstyles that black women choose in an attempt to resonate with them. 

This mirrors what was found in the literature as a criticism of social identity theory 

(Ali et al., 2016).  

In support of this, the findings also concluded that using blackness to sell a 

product does not make the product any more relatable. For example, the findings 

indicated that products by multinational brands that use African names in how 

they name the product are seen as being deceptive, and not as being relatable. It 

was also discovered that when multinational brands acquire brands made by 

black women, in order for these brands to successfully capture this market and 

not to be viewed as deceiving, transparency is key. The focus group sessions 

made it clear that it is important for black women to know that the people behind 

the acquired product still represent who they are, and that it is local people who 

share similar lived experiences as them. Internal representation, especially after 

the brand has been acquired, is believed to equate to trust and continued quality. 

Additionally, the general perception is that once the brand is taken over by a 

multinational brand, the assumption is that its quality deteriorates as the 

multinational brand’s investment in the brand is seen merely as a capitalist move, 

and not of making quality products accessible. Therefore, this study suggests that 

brands need to have a fair internal representation, as it supports the perception of 

quality.  

Furthermore, the findings also concluded that black women are fully aware of 

their financial power within the hair care industry and the financial benefits for 

brands to cater to them (Shoba, 2021). Consequently, this awareness has 

resulted in their scepticism of brands catering for them, which only catered to 

white hair previously. Therefore, when multinational brands extend their product 

range to cater for black women, it is important for them to show consistency in 

product investment and communication. Furthermore, the identification of the role 

of capitalism also contributes to price being a major influence on the hair care 



brands black women choose. Black women expect brands to provide quality and 

value at all price points; thus, one of the biggest influencers of brand choice is 

price, as hair care is perceived to be costly.   

It was also concluded in the research that a brand's previous positioning has an 

influence only on how its extension of the product range is perceived. When 

asked about a singular brand having a product range that caters to both black 

and white hair, a clear distinction was made. The sequence in which the brand 

launches is important, this adds to the learning theory that the sequence in which 

we receive information influences our interpretation of it (Stewart, 2012; Sims and 

Sims, 1995: 153). For example, what the findings concluded is that, if the brand 

catering to white hair existed before, and is now diversifying to include a range for 

black hair, the perception is that the product range only caters to the needs of 

black women in regard to their wigs, not for their natural hair. However, when a 

white and black product range is introduced simultaneously under the same 

brand name, it is believed that it is possible for the black women's range to cater 

to the natural hair care needs of black women.  

Finally, the findings identified the role category language plays in creating product 

category worlds; this directly influences how needs are described in the category, as 

well as how people give meaning to what they need from the product category. As a 

result, this highlighted the need for hair care brands to evaluate the language used in 

the category based on its enabling connotations, ensuring that the language used 

within the category is not demeaning and that it does not discriminate based on 

gender, race, age, sexual orientation, tribe, background, economic class, social 

class, location or physical appearance, because this affects the consumer’s 

articulation of their actual needs.  

As a result, hair care brands need to evaluate language to ensure that it 

accurately informs how the brands appear visually and in other communications. 

For example, what has been identified in the findings of this study is that the 

language that describes healthy white hair is still used to describe good hair for 

both black as well as white hair care brands. Not only is the language used 

excludingly, it also appears to translate in how multinational brands portray black 



hair. Therefore, their portrayal of black hair excludes 4c hair as it portrays more 

biracial nuances than reflecting the actual hair type of South African black 

women.  

5.3 Implications of the study 

The significance of this study is to provide guidance on establishing meaningful 

consumer brand identification for brands wanting to diversify to attract a new 

consumer segment in a polarised product category. From the findings and 

conclusion, this study proposes the following as a guide for brands to position 

themselves purposefully when attracting a new consumer audience within a 

polarised product category.    

This study explored the hair and hair care experiences of middle- to upper- middle-

class black women to establish how brands can create meaningful consumer brand 

identification within the hair care category. The following recommendations for 

marketers have been concluded from the study.  

5.3.1. Brand communication should be direct and functional.  

The majority of South Africans have 4c hair, but their experience of their hair is 

diverse. Therefore, a singular expressive narrative of needs does not resonate with 

all black women in South Africa. As such, this study recommends that hair care 

brands focus on raising awareness and educating consumers about the functional 

benefits of their product offerings, and not on creating a narrative around the identity 

of black women. It is important to be explicit about what the product offering does. 

5.3.2. Test product offerings and communication among a diverse pool of black 

women in South Africa  

It is not enough for multinational brands to simply cater to black women, because not 

all black women are the same. It is important for brands to have diverse internal and 

external representation, as the research showed people to believe that the person 

propagating the product has to have the same hair texture and similar hair 

experiences for them to have produced an effective quality product. Therefore, when 

a brand is acquired, it is important that the leadership behind the acquired brand is a 



representation of the people who actually use the product. Thus, this study suggests 

that marketers should conduct extensive focus group-led research amongst a 

diverse group of black women. They should test the viability of their product range 

and communication, and how it resonates amongst the diverse hair care lived 

experiences of black women in South Africa. 

5.3.3. Do not centre the brand around a singular aesthetic  

There is a clear distinction between the texture of the hair and the needs of black 

women in other regions, compared to the aforementioned needs of black women in 

South Africa. Therefore, it is important that multinational brands consult women from 

South Africa when they innovate and how they communicate their product offering. 

The versatility and the varying aesthetic look of 4c-type hair need to be explored 

more, and the language used to describe hair needs to accommodate the nuances 

that empower and promote 4c hair as being healthy. This study suggests that 

marketers need to evaluate marketing stimuli and product innovation to ensure it 

does not stereotype the qualities of 4a hair, which is predominantly what is found in 

the USA. 

5.3.4. Keep marketing efforts consistent and long-term 

For multinationals extending their product ranges to include black hair care, it is 

important that the marketing investment for both their white hair care products and 

black hair care products seems equal, especially if they are under the same brand 

name. Thus, this study suggests that the consistency of marketing efforts and brand 

presence remain evident, as it builds long-term trust and shows the consumer that 

the brand is interested in meeting their actual needs. Furthermore, this study 

suggests that when product ranges are pulled from shelves, it is important to 

mention and make public the reason for pulling them to show complete transparency 

in investments.  

5.3.5. Create new brands with new positioning and identity 

From the research conducted for this study, it was evident that for multinational 

brands to effectively diversify to cater to black South African women, they would 

have to reintroduce themselves into the market by creating new fresher brands, with 



a completely new positioning and identity. This is because the built-in equity and 

heritage that the multinational brand has is not sufficient to get black women to trust 

any brand extension that the multinational introduces to cater to their needs. 

However, the advantage for multinational brands is that consumers are aware that 

they are a financially attractive market for the industry, thus they are willing to try 

new brands on the market that promise quality at a competitive price point. 

5.4 Conclusions   

In conclusion, this study contributes to the literature, as it emphasises the 

importance of understanding the diverse cultural nuances that exist within the same 

social group. It highlights that black South African women have dynamic hair care 

needs as their needs are based on the sequence of their hair care experiences and 

exposures.   

As a result, this study adds to the theory of consumer brand identification, stating 

that when marketing a commodity such as hair whose identity changes in meaning 

based on the unique hair care experiences of consumers, it is imperative for 

marketers to perform a thorough cultural analysis to explore the cultural and social 

influences different environments of self-expression, and narrative environments 

have on the identification of their needs. As a result, consumer brand identification is 

not simply mirroring cultural cues like the use of an African name to resonate with 

your consumer market or identifying African cultural aesthetics and using them 

visually, while continuing to sell western hair beauty ideals.  

Research also showed that in regard to hair care, black women are not tied to the 

identity of the brand; they are tied to the quality of the product. And quality for black 

women when regarding hair care, which is a product that attends to their current 

hairstyle state hair care needs as well as a hair care product that is produced or 

recommended by someone who has similar hair as them. Furthermore, the research 

established that if black women find a product that works for them, they will continue 

to use it regardless of the brand positioning. However, what is evident in the 

research in terms of their propensity to switch brands and the potential of new 

multinational brands penetrating the market, is that black women are willing to try 

new brands on the market only if they have been recommended by other South 



African black women for their quality and ability to attend to their specific hair care 

needs. The assumption is also that the smaller the brand, the more focused it is on 

meeting their specific hair care needs, this study concludes that this is based on the 

perception that large multinational brands do not produce products that meet the 

specific needs of black South African hair. As a result, communicating the global 

reach of a hair care product does not entice black women to buy it over a locally 

produced niche hair care product.  

5.5 Recommendations for further study  

Following the findings of this study, the following would be recommended as further 

research. 

Explore the role of thematic brand communication in a polarised product category. 

This would be particularly interesting as one of the participants of the focus group 

sessions mentioned having blinders on when shopping for hair care products and just 

simply picking up what they need.  

To explore the brand affinity of local South African brands which have been acquired 

by multinational brands. This is particularly important for large multinationals whose 

strategy is to extend their product range and penetration within the African market 

through acquisitions.  

To investigate if a brands name has any influence on a consumer's resonance with 

the brand. It would be interesting to uncover if names such as ‘Dark n Lovely’, 

‘Beautiful Beginning’ or Native child have any contribution to one's identification of their 

self-concept and the meaning black women place on their hair.  
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Annexure   

FOCUS GROUP MODERATOR DISCUSSION GUIDE. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 

The significance of this study is to provide guidance on establishing meaningful 

consumer brand identification, for brands wanting to diversify to attract a new 

consumer segment in a polarised product category. This study focuses on the hair 

care industry as it has been identified by the researcher that marketers of hair care 

products in South Africa, especially multinational brands have not recognised that 

there are physical and psychological differences regarding hair care in South 

Africa. As a result, this study aims to provide marketers with some insights to help 

them cater to the actual hair care needs of Black South African women ensuring they 

do not just adapt a general universal approach. 

Note: The following questions serve as a guide to the focus group moderator. The 

moderator does not have to follow the same flow of questioning for each section. 

however, all questions need to be addressed. The moderator may paraphrase the 

questions to resonant with the group in question. 

  



INTRODUCTION (15 minutes) 

Objective: The objective of this section is to introduce participants to the questioning 

process, to explain how the group will interact and to allow participants to familiarise 

themselves with the environment. 

Firstly, the moderator will have to introduce themselves to the group and explain the 

duration of the session, confidentiality and anonymous clauses as well as the flow of 

proceedings. The moderator will then ask participants to introduce themselves. 

Group introductory questions: 

 Briefly introduce yourself (name, career, hobbies) 

 What is the first thing that comes to mind when you think of your relationship 

with your hair? (Participants could describe this however they chose i.e., 

words, feelings, images, colours, scenarios) 

 What brands come to mind when you think of general hair care, white hair 

care, black hair care? 

  

 Currently what is your favourite hair care brand and why? 

  

Once the participants have settled, introduced themselves and got acquainted with 



the topic, the moderator should inform the participants that the researcher will be 

listening in on the discussion and recording it to listen to it again after the session. 

  

Recording begins 

Section 1 (15 minutes) 

Research objective: To explore Black women's hair and hair care experiences, by 

discussing their hair and hair care needs against Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. 

  

Discussion Questions: 

 If you were to describe healthy hair, what does it mean to you, how does it 

look like and how does it feel? 

 Based on how you described healthy hair do you feel/ think black hair is 

respected as healthy hair? Do you believe black hair is represented as you 

have described healthy hair to be? 

 When you think of how black hair is represented today, do you feel like it is 

authentically represented, how would you ideally prefer to have your hair 

represented and do you feel like brands are portraying black hair adequately? 

 Who has the most influence on how you perceive your hair? What influence 



do you think media/ your culture, society have on your haircare needs? 

  

Section 2 (15 minutes) 

Research Objective: To explore the effects on a brands preference that previously 

only catered to the hair care needs of white women, by exploring if the brand’s 

previous consumer focus has any influence on its ability to resonant today. 

  

Discussion questions: 

 What are your perceptions and thoughts of L’Oréal, Pantene and Tresemme 

today? 

  

 How are you resonating with the current communication and product offering 

from L’Oreal, Pantene and Tresemme? 

 Do you have any affinity towards these brands? Do you remember seeing 

these brands growing up. Did you resonate with any of their messaging 

before they started making products for black hair? 

 How do you feel about brands that cater to white hair? Do you notice their 

advertising/ communication/product offering 



 How do you feel about hair care brands catering to both black and white hair? 

Do you think it is possible for both hair types to be catered to by the same 

brand? Are you likely to gravitate towards a brand that only caters to black 

hair? 

 With hair care brands trying to cater better to black hair and 

represent it better, do you feel differently about Dark ‘n Lovely’s allyship 

compared to Pantene or would you say your trust in their allyship is the same. 

  

Section 3 (15 Minutes) 

Research Objective: To explore what influences brand choices in polarized product 

categories, by discussing the process of making hair care choices throughout one’s 

life stages. 

  

Discussion Questions: 

Describe your hair care journey: 

 Who influenced your journey? 

 Who influenced your perception of your hair growing up, who influencers it 

now? 



 When did you start making your own hair care choices and what influences 

these choices 

Moderator to thank participants and close the discussion 
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